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Executive Summary

Students, parents and schools across the country are ready for the transition to electric
school buses. Clean, quiet and multi-functional, these electric yellow buses hold enormous
promise for student transportation. In North Carolina, the state government is often responsible
for approving payment requests from local education agencies for replacement school buses.
However, at 3-4x the cost of a diesel school bus, the state lacks a secure funding mechanism to
afford electric school buses at their current prices without contributions from federal grants or
electric utility pilot programs. A good product with strong public demand is still in search of a
financial solution.

The purpose of this master’s project is to evaluate ways to assist the deployment of
electric school buses (ESB) across the state on behalf of the client, the North Carolina Clean
Energy Fund (NCCEF). The client is a green bank, an institution that uses a blended finance
approach to support investments in clean energy services at below market rates. With the passage
of the Inflation Reduction Act in 2022 and its creation of a Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund
administered by the U.S. EPA, which makes grants available to green banks, NCCEF anticipates
federal capitalization of up to $100 million. To assist NCCEF, this report begins by discussing
the bus purchase process in North Carolina and the state’s experience with ESBs so far. It then
implements a model of school electric consumption developed specifically for this report. This
model is used to identify opportunities for school districts to realize cash flow from savings
through ESB operation and battery dispatch. The results of these models are used to explore
three financial products NCCEF could develop to support ESB deployment. Finally, the report
reviews the strengths and shortcomings of each of these products and makes a recommendation.

In part one of this report, we develop our own data to test scenarios for using an ESB to
provide cash flow from savings. This report uses the building energy modeling program eQuest
to generate simulations of electric load for three fictitious schools across North Carolina. It then
imports this data into Excel to perform an analysis on school electric consumption patterns,
including on-peak and off-peak rates, demand charges and coincident peak charges. It uses the
electric load curve generated for each of these schools to identify monthly peak demand periods
and assesses the availability of a hypothetical ESB at peak times to respond to the load and
reduce charges to the school. Additionally, the report evaluates school bus route distances in
North Carolina for schools with traditional (180-day) and year-round (302-day) schedules.
School bus route data provides three key sources of information: how much revenue in additional
sales of electricity the area’s utility can expect, what time buses depart on their afternoon runs,
and how much energy capacity ESBs have available to dispatch before these runs. Finally, part
one uses EPA metrics to quantify the health benefits provided by ESBs in removing the pm2.5
emissions that come with diesel engines.

In part two of this report, we focus on the client, NCCEF. This section offers
recommendations to NCCEF for how to develop products that finance and support ESB
deployment. NCCEF is mission-driven to expand access to clean energy technology and services
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to all residents in the state. This report draws from the cash flow analysis performed in section
one to build and explore three potential products that the client can offer to NC school districts. It
details how these products operate and the requirements necessary to fund them. Combining the
results in section one, this report integrates the anticipated cash flow from the operation and use
of ESBs into different pathways for funding ESBs. Two of the products are focused on financial
solutions and one is focused on technical assistance. In developing these products, NCCEF can
help school districts and fleet management companies overcome the substantial cost differential
between diesel buses and electric school buses and facilitate the purchase of an ESB. The two
financial products are then compared side-by-side to determine relative strengths and
weaknesses.

Finally, this report makes recommendations for how NCCEF should proceed. It finds that
the optimal products for NCCEF to develop that support the deployment of ESBs are a Pay As
You Save® (PAYS) loan product and a technical assistance product built in coordination with the
electric utility serving the school district. The technical assistance product could be implemented
today. The PAYS product could be implemented in the near future following close coordination
with the relevant parties. The report concludes by making suggestions on how schools can use
cash flow savings from PAYS. It also lists a series of potential subjects for future investigation,
perhaps for a different Nicholas School master’s student to develop into a master’s project.

Introduction
In October 2022, the Washington Post enthused “a profound change is coming to American

school buses [and] children’s experience of school, replacing the sweet-noxious scent of diesel with
the whizz and whir of electric motors underneath a school bus floor.” Schools across the country are
demanding their school buses go electric. In response to an available grant of $500 million through
the EPA’s Clean School Bus Rebate Program (CSBP) for the 2022 year, the agency received around
2,000 requests for buses totalling $4 billion.1 Over 90% of those applications were for zero emission
electric school buses.2 It announced in response that it would be doubling its allocation for 2022 to
$965 million. The CSBP was funded through a $5 billion allocation in the Infrastructure Investment
and Jobs Act (IIJA, also called the Bipartisan Infrastructure Law). That allocation provides $2.5
billion for electric school buses and another $2.5 billion for zero or low-emitting bus models.

North Carolina is charged up for electric vehicles.  In January 2022, NC Governor Roy
Cooper issued Executive Order 246, calling for electric vehicles (EVs) to reach 1.25 million of
registered cars in the state and 50% of new car sales by 2030.3 In October, Governor Cooper’s EO
271 directed the state to allocate resources that support automakers and fleet owners to electrify

3

https://governor.nc.gov/news/press-releases/2022/01/07/governor-cooper-signs-executive-order-detailing-
next-steps-path-clean-energy-and-equitable-economy

2 https://electrek.co/2022/09/30/epa-doubles-electric-school-bus-funding-almost-1b/

1

https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/biden-harris-administration-will-double-clean-school-bus-rebate-award
s-nearly-1
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medium-heavy duty trucks and buses. This investment includes spending on charging infrastructure,
rebates, technical assistance, and other measures.4 Action is happening at the local level too. The City
of Charlotte plans to electrify its municipal fleet by 2030 and has a total of 174 EVs either in
operation or planned by 2023. The Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, 50 miles west of Asheville,
received their first electric school bus in March 2022. They have ordered 5 more ESBs through a
partnership with Duke Energy.

The testing of EVs for use as storage and demand response assets for the electric grid has
been a buzzing area of research for over a decade. Unlike EV passenger cars, however, electric
school buses and other medium to heavy-duty trucks have large batteries. These batteries often
provide over 100 kWh of energy capacity to discharge for driving or for other electric load
needs, such as to power buildings. Essentially, electric buses and trucks are large batteries on
wheels. An added benefit of the ESB is that it follows a predictable use schedule. It is driven
during the school year at specific times in the morning and afternoon, and it is mostly parked
during the summer or when school is out of session. Electric utilities big and small across the
country, sometimes in coordination with school districts and public entities, are actively testing
the ability of electric cars and electric school bus batteries to provide grid services through
vehicle-to-grid (V2G).  Academic teams and research organizations have also been busy testing
the potential for school districts to realize savings on electricity expense by dispatching the ESB
battery to the school when the bus is not in use, called vehicle-to-building (VTB).  Unfortunately,
very little data from these studies have been made public.

The following report analyzes the sources of cash flow savings possible from using and
operating an ESB. The report then applies these findings to develop three types of products that
could support ESB deployment. The goal is to identify ways to expand school district access to
low cost capital, allowing more school districts to get beyond what for some is a prohibitively
expensive initial price tag. Often called market catalysts, green banks seek to inject investment in
areas that have an opportunity for market returns but which often face preexisting financial
hurdles. The report will show NCCEF is well positioned to enhance some school districts’
purchasing power. Further, if financing is structured correctly, this investment can also provide
returns that sustain and broaden NCCEF’s investments.

This analysis was performed for the board of the North Carolina Clean Energy Fund
(NCCEF or the Fund) and in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of
Environmental Management for the Nicholas School of the Environment at Duke University.
This project was developed by the report author in consultation with Jennifer Weiss at NCCEF
and professors at the Nicholas School of the Environment.
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Client
NCCEF’s board is composed of professionals representing state, energy, legal, and

nonprofit areas of expertise in North Carolina. The Fund was founded in 2020 after a series of
stakeholder meetings between state, academic, nonprofit, consumer advocates and utilities
hosted by the Nicholas Institute for Environmental Policy Solutions identified opportunities for
investment in sustainable initiatives through a public-private partnership model.5 The NCCEF’s
mission is to “accelerate investment in clean and efficient energy solutions and increase climate
resilience in North Carolina, particularly to the benefit of underserved populations.”6 The Fund
partners with organizations and contributes its own resources to direct financing into green
projects that improve environmental, economic and social wellbeing in the state.

Green banks are mission-driven regional financial institutions that serve the states or
communities where they are established. They can direct capital investments into clean energy
projects “at favorable rates and terms to both traditional and otherwise challenging market
segments.”7 These investments often aim to create what some green banks refer to as “market
transformation,” meaning to become catalysts for the development of a service or technology in
a region that had previously not been engaged by financial firms.

Green banks are mission-driven regional financial institutions that serve the states or
communities where they exist. They direct low-cost capital investment into clean energy projects
“at favorable rates and terms to both traditional and otherwise challenging market segments.”8

Often these investments target the creation of what some green banks refer to as “market
transformation,” or the spurring of development for a service, technology or region where prior
financial institutions either did not invest or offered cost-prohibitive terms.

This paper presents an investigation into actions NCCEF could take to advance its green
bank mission by supporting the purchase and expansion of electric school buses across North
Carolina. What follows is an analysis of various potential financial products, a framework for
investment, a first model of revenue opportunities through electric school bus battery energy
storage, and a recommendation for how to approach electric school bus investment within the
ROI and risk tolerances of The Fund.

The scenarios explored in this paper assume NCCEF receives capitalization of $100
million in federal funds. Capitalization of The Fund will flow from the Environmental Protection
Fund through a National Green Bank established through the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund.
The enactment of the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) in late summer 2022 has allocated $27
Billion to the EPA’s Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund for investment into GHG-reducing projects
including a National Green Bank. Once capitalized, the National Green Bank will be a federal
catalyst for green bank institutions across the country. Additionally, funds from the Infrastructure

8 https://www.nrel.gov/state-local-tribal/basics-green-banks.html
7 https://www.nrel.gov/state-local-tribal/basics-green-banks.html
6 https://www.nccleanenergyfund.com/
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https://nicholasinstitute.duke.edu/sites/default/files/publications/Two-Years-In-A-Progress-Update-on-the-
NC-EE-Roadmap.pdf
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Investment and Jobs Act (IIJA), enacted in fall 2021, and state funds detailed in this document
may serve as auxiliary support to NCCEF’s investments.

Analysts from the Green Bank Coalition and transportation advisor Jennifer Weiss,
formerly at the Nicholas Institute for Energy, Environment and Sustainability, studied the impact
of a $100 million capitalization and the types of products a green bank of North Carolina could
offer, “How a Green Bank Can Drive the North Carolina Clean Energy Economy: A Market
Opportunity Overview.” Weiss and team said that with a budget of $100 million, NCCEF would
have the means necessary to pursue a “transformational model” that would allow the institution
to “launch multiple financial products in order to transition the state’s energy economy to clean
energy.”9 The NCCEF board has indicated their interest in electric school bus support as a
product offering.

What are Green Banks?
Green banks identify as mission-driven organizations that leverage public capital to

attract private investment into the development of green (or sustainably-minded) projects. Most
green banks are funded initially through utility riders, state programs, or court settlements.
Unlike traditional banks, green banks do not take deposits. Instead, they deploy financial assets
to invest in markets often ignored by private lenders, then recycle the investment income. In
exchange for the trust vested in it with the initial public capitalization, a green bank accelerates
the expansion of clean energy investments that better serve the public.

Green bank-supported projects vary widely in type and scale. They can include
renewable energy generation at both the grid and consumer level, energy efficiency, clean
transportation, waste management, adaptation and resilience, among others.10 To achieve market
transformation, a green bank loan recipient faces cost-prohibitive private loan terms or cannot
access private investment at all. For example, private lenders may avoid investment in certain
energy projects for reasons such as the sponsor having low credit scores, perceived risks of new
markets, agency issues like the ‘landlord-tenant problem’ where an owner does not receive the
benefits of their investment, or small project size. A green bank can offer a suite of financial
tools to mitigate these financial disconnects and risks, real or perceived, and invest directly in the
projects or increase financial liquidity.

The green bank concept in the United States was first realized in 2008/2009 by Reed
Hunt and Ken Berlin, then members of the Obama Administration’s transition team. The Obama
team was searching for a way to set a national energy policy that would advance “low-cost,
long-term financing for clean energy.”11 Mr. Hunt and Mr. Berlin collaborated with Congressman
Chris Van Hollen to introduce the Green Bank Act of 2009. While the bill succeeded in the
House, it failed in the Senate. Hunt and Berlin regrouped and built a coalition to develop green

11 https://web.archive.org/web/20160407043416/http://www.coalitionforgreencapital.com/about-cgc.html
10 https://www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/state-green-banks-2020-report.pdf
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banks at the state level across the country, called the “Coalition for Green Capital.” The first
green bank in the United States was the Solar and Energy Loan Fund (SELF) of St. Lucie,
Florida. More green banks followed, with the Connecticut Green Bank in 2011, and the New
York Green Bank in 2013. There are currently 21 green banks across the country and more in
development, including NCCEF.12

Problem statement
Attracted by the prospect of eliminating harmful diesel emissions and improving

operational costs, the North Carolina Governor’s office and Department of Public Instruction
(NCDPI) both want to increase the number of electric school buses in the state.13 In January
2022, Governor Roy Cooper established a Clean Transportation Plan through the state’s DOT,
approved by the Federal HIghway Administration which allocated $109 million to the state over
five years to develop EV charging stations. One state school bus initiative is the clean “school
bus program.” The program is paid for through the allocation of funds from the Volkswagen
settlement.14 Distributed in two phases, North Carolina received these funds through the
distribution of the $2.9 billion-dollar federal court settlement with the automotive manufacturer
Volkswagen for VW’s role in the diesel emissions cheating scandal. Phase I of the clean bus
program totalled $24.5 million, and Phase II totaled $27.2 million. Not all funds have yet been
distributed from Phase I and Phase II has closed applications. Phase I paid for 17 electric school
buses, among many other vehicles, and Phase II could support as many as 60 electric school
buses.15 North Carolina is joined by other states in pushing for electric buses; the EPA reported
that of the 2000 applications it received for bus replacement from its $5 billion, 5-year “Clean
School Bus” program launched in 2021, amounting to $4 billion of application requests, 90%
were for electric school buses.16 A WRI researcher reported that applicants preferred electric to
propane school buses by a factor of 10:1.17

However, the economics of replacing a conventional diesel bus with an electric bus are
not as easy. While a diesel bus costs around $100,000, often paid by NCDPI, an initial ESB is
closer to $450,000 and requires infrastructural support for charging and software. Even if
electricity were free, lifetime savings from electric school bus charging and maintenance would
still be less than the initial cost to purchase it. This is according to Kevin Harrison, Section Chief
at North Carolina Department of Instruction (NCDPI), in charge of student transportation
assets.18 Further, due to electricity rate structures, the charging times for electric buses must be
managed correctly to occur when the school’s electric load is low, or the school may be looking

18 From a phone interview
17 https://electrek.co/2022/09/30/epa-doubles-electric-school-bus-funding-almost-1b/

16

https://electrek.co/2022/05/20/biden-administration-kicks-off-5-billion-electric-clean-school-bus-program/

15 https://energynews.us/2021/07/26/for-second-round-of-volkswagen-spending-n-c-looks-to-shift-gears/

14

https://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/air-quality/motor-vehicles-and-air-quality/volkswagen-settlement/phase-
2-volkswagen-settlement/diesel-bus-and-vehicle-program/school-bus-program

13 https://www.mecknc.gov/LUESA/AirQuality/Documents/School%20Bus%20Electrification.pdf
12 https://dcgreenbank.com/press/green-banks-in-the-united-states-2021-u-s-green-bank-industry-report/
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at a substantial increase to its electricity bill. A first bus may cost a school $400,000 for the
vehicle and the charging supply equipment. This high cost has sent schools looking to the state
and federal grants for help and has slowed the roll out of zero-emission replacements for diesel
school buses.

Tasked with figuring out how NCCEF could best participate in the deployment of electric
school buses in North Carolina, this researcher investigated the investment flows from different
public and private participants in facilitating their purchase.  He also modeled the potential
monetary values and cash flows from additional services the school buses are hypothetically
capable of providing. This is because, in addition to moving children to and from school, electric
school buses are giant batteries with significant power dispatch capability. These batteries on
wheels, akin to the stationary battery energy storage systems used on the electric grid, can
provide value both to schools and to electric utilities. If such value is made available to the
market through the right combination of policy and infrastructure investments, it can induce
parties previously disconnected from school buses, like electric utilities, to become partners in
their purchase. As such, in addition to showing different ways that NCCEF can facilitate private
investment, this report also models the value to different parties that school buses pose as tools in
a distributed energy power system.

Literature review

The following pages detail the background research for this report. The first section
discusses in greater detail what blended finance is and the framework for how NCCEF
approaches some of its investment opportunities. The second section provides a glossary of
terminology, including battery life, V2X, VTB, V2G, and xxx The third and final section
highlights two reports that were key to interpreting the results of the school electric load model
developed for this report.

Blended finance
This paper develops a financial model using a “blended finance'' approach for its

recommendations on product development for NCCEF. Blended finance is used here to describe
the assembly of capital from public and private sources to support project finance. In private
project finance, typically an investment will involve the combination of debt financiers, project
sponsors, a managing company, and equity financiers.19

Each capital provider who lends to a capital project holds a different level of priority for
receiving repayment based on the type of loan they provided. For example, a provider of senior
debt is the first to be repaid. Being repaid first lowers the risk to the lender, who offers a lower
interest rate. Banks often offer senior debt. Subordinated debt falls has a lower priority of
repayment and correspondingly has higher interest rates from the higher risk of non-payment.

19 https://www.wallstreetprep.com/knowledge/project-finance-model-structure/
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Mezzanine debt is an example of subordinated debt.20 Additionally, each lender has a certain
extent to which they can recover their investment in the case of non-payment. This is called
recourse, and can include collecting collateral such as the physical property itself.21

Green banks mix capital sources differently than traditional private sector-originating
project finance. Initial capitalization of NCCEF is from a public source, a US EPA grant assumed
here to be $100 million. This investment “provides the funds [the bank] needs to provide loans,
equity, and de-risking functions like loan guarantees or credit enhancements,” write Cid et al. in
the “State of Green Banks 2020” report.22 An example of a blended finance approach would be
the combination of state investment, a grant, a green bank’s own resources, and a private loan
that together provide the capital necessary to fund a project. In her MP for the Nicholas School
of the Environment, Harvel explained that blended finance is a combination of three types of
capital. These are concessional finance, which is financing with few strings attached on
repayment such as the EPA grant, non-concessional finance, which is funding from a state or
other public entity with lower market return expectations, and commercial finance, which has the
strictest terms of repayment and can include common equity or Senior debt at market rates
(Harvel, 2022). One of the greatest strengths of blended finance is that its unique mix of capital
sources lowers the barrier to access commercial finance and attracts commercial investment by
reducing risk with loan guarantees that leverage the public concessional and non-concessional
funds.

Harvel explains that another strength of the blended finance model is the green bank
offering it; the bank has an important role to play in bringing expertise to project investments
where commercial finance is not as knowledgeable about the market or the product. Green banks
provide value by knowing how to structure financing for projects in new markets and they bring
local or technical knowledge that a private bank lacks. Harvel writes that this blended finance
model provides “technical assistance and operational expertise” to these projects. The Fund and
its board have researched and understand the ESB business model components, including
purchasing, service, performance, and value streams. Its expertise serves both county financial
officers and bank loan officers with deep knowledge and financial product support to execute the
loan successfully.

In her paper, “How a Green Bank Can Drive the North Carolina Clean Energy Economy,”
NCCEF board member Jen Weiss writes that The Fund can have a “connector” role, “[providing]
technical expertise and education for decision makers and/or connections to utility programs and
financing partners” (Weiss et al, 2020). Additional roles NCCEF can provide through its blended
finance approach are “risk mitigator,” “direct lender,” and, “bundler”, with examples below.

22 https://www.nrdc.org/sites/default/files/state-green-banks-2020-report.pdf
21 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/projectfinance.asp

20

https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/061615/what-difference-between-subordinated-debt-and-seni
or-debt.asp
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The financial model developed in this report involves NCCEF working directly with each
component of school financing administration, from counties to districts, local education
agencies to individual schools. An important consideration is that neither schools nor school
districts can carry debt on their books, yet the school district is the owner of the bus after it has
been purchased through state allocations. Additionally, the county is the party responsible for
funding other components of the school system and can take on debt. While the county does not
purchase replacement buses, it can enter into private loans or establish bonds for expanding a bus
fleet. This paper considers this dynamic by modeling two financing approaches. The first models
a bridge loan to schools for purchasing ESBs. This loan overcomes the restrictions that prevent
schools from taking on debt. The second models a scenario where NCCEF works directly with
county financial administrators using bonds and traditional loan structures. In both cases, the NC
Department of Transportation will contribute to the total purchase. Understanding the existing
financing structure school districts use to purchase new school buses is an important first step.

Charging
ESB charging was assumed to take place when TOU rates are off-peak, in the hours

between 8pm and 6am in both the summer and winter. Charging an ESB during an on-peak or
CP hour can lead to spikes in power consumption that significantly increase school electric costs
and vitiate many of the possible savings from the ESB’s operational costs. It is assumed that the
electric school bus is parked and available for charging throughout those late night-early morning
hours. Second, the decision whether to recharge the battery after the morning run is guided by
the energy capacity of the ESB battery (i.e. how many kWhs its batteries hold), the TOU rates
and tariffs during midday, the state of charge of the battery, and whether the ESB will be used for
additional battery dispatch beyond fulfilling its driving duties.

The size of EV chargers vary from the smallest alternating current (AC) level I chargers
to the largest direct current (DC) fast chargers (DCFS). There are two common charger
connector types in the United States. The most commonly used for home charging applications is
the J1772, which delivers a lower voltage (120-240 volt) AC charge to the vehicle for levels I
and II.23,24 The second type is the combined charging system (CCS) connector, which integrates a
level II J1772 and a DC fast charging connector in a larger plug to be used for charging at higher
speeds. Many of the new electric buses in North Carolina have been connected to CCS under
current programs.25 One significant benefit of having CCS charging is the ability to quickly
restore buses that have been on multiple routes back to operational range during the interceding
period from morning drop off to afternoon pick up.26

26

https://thomasbuiltbuses.com/resources/articles/heres-what-you-should-know-about-electric-school-bus-r
ange/

25

https://www.wri.org/update/electric-school-bus-series-how-north-carolinas-eastern-band-cherokee-indians
-planning-seven

24https://evcharging.enelx.com/resources/blog/552-ev-charging-connector-types
23 https://www.electrifyamerica.com/glossary/
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Virtual Power Plant
One of the assumptions of this report’s ESB revenue model is that NCCEF will contribute

to purchasing multiple buses, building the necessary fleet capacity to aggregate charging and
discharging abilities across districts with ESBs. Such a fleet organization would be similar to the
virtual power plant system. A virtual power plant (VPP) is a cloud-computing based system for
connecting a network of geographically-distributed energy resources (DERs) so that they can
dispatch in unison when called to do so. Such coordination brings greater value to electric utility
and power market operators, allowing them to optimize power dispatch using the capacity of the
VPP and to balance various fluctuations in the grid using the generation of the DERs in the
VPP.27 Similarly, a sufficiently large VPP of ESBs that can be controlled by utilities during
periods when they aren’t being run can enable quick responses to grid issues and improve the
integration of renewables on the grid. Vic Shao, president of the electric vehicle fleet manager bp
pulse fleet, articulated this point when he said, “It doesn’t take a lot of school buses to all of a
sudden have a pretty significant storage mechanism in place to support the grid in times of
need.”28 The DC fast chargers chosen for this model would be bi-directional, enabling charging
to the bus and school as well as dispatching the charge to the grid when called on by the utility.

V2X
Much of this report’s ESB revenue model is built on the practice of considering an

electric vehicle to have additional value as a distributed energy resource. More than being
capable of transporting people from point A to point B, an electric vehicle has a large battery that
can be used to divert its energy capacity to other needs when called upon to do so. A large part of
this reason is that most passenger vehicles sit parked for the majority of the day, unused roughly
90% of the time.29 Secondly, the batteries in these vehicles are built to be large in order to
provide the necessary power and range called upon, however that range is not always required.
The model below assumes total school bus driving to be about 120 miles a day. This is the state
average when considering total miles driven across all North Carolina school buses owned.
However, that is also a longer route than many school districts will need.  If it is a shorter route,
the ESB can discharge its extra energy capacity not required for the afternoon route to other uses
including the school building’s energy consumption and grid needs in-between its routes. If it is a
longer distance route, it can meet these loads in the evening after it recharges from the afternoon
route. “V2X” is a shorthand expression for ‘vehicle to everything.’ In theory, an ESB, with its
predictable schedule and long idle periods, can provide just that: energy to drive, energy to the
building, and, sometime in North Carolina’s future, energy to the grid. This characteristic for
present and future value gives the ESB its unique value stream capabilities. Utility Dive captured

29 https://www.nature.com/articles/s41893-021-00731-5

28

https://www.emergingtechbrew.com/stories/2022/11/01/first-the-emissions-then-the-grid-how-ev-buses-co
uld-be-a-multiplier-for-city-decarbonization

27 https://www.next-kraftwerke.com/vpp/virtual-power-plant
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this value in a 2021 when it wrote of a coming time when EVs “power homes, participate in
energy markets, and help businesses lower power bills”.30 One of the experts it interviewed for
the article, Holmes Hummel, said ESBs would likely be the first to deliver this value through
providing their own power market. According to Holmes, only 5 ESBs are required to provide 1
MWh of dispatchable energy storage.

There are a few features of an EV under the V2X umbrella that demonstrate its value as a
distributed energy resource (DER). Bi-directional charging describes the ability of an EV to both
take energy provided from the grid and return that energy to a building or the electric grid to
serve other loads when called upon to do so.31 This is done through an on-board device in the EV
and managed by the electric charger. Vehicle-to-Building (V2B), describes the ability of an EV
to dispatch its stored energy capacity from its battery to the building with which it shares an
electric meter to provide cost savings. This can include time of use arbitrage and demand charge
reduction, described below. The unique bi-directional charging capability of an EV can also
serve the needs of an electric utility in exchange for  compensation to the EV owner.
Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G), describes the ability of an EV to send its stored energy to the electric grid
for this purpose. There are two V2G value streams from an ESB that are particularly relevant to
utilities: the ability to time their charging and discharging with utility needs, and helping defer a
utility’s need to build additional generating capacity. For example, in her paper “Critical
Elements of Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) Economics,” Steward observed the ability of the batteries of
V2G-capable EVs to “provide bulk energy storage, absorbing excess excess electricity when
generation exceeds demand and providing energy when generation is lower than demand.”
(Steward, 2017). Relatedly, this capability has a unique benefit to utilities, allowing them to
lower the peak demand load curve and potentially defer the need for building enhanced
transmission or new generation capacity.

Driving energy efficiency
Several pilot studies exist on the performance of ESB range and average efficiency in

kWh per mile, including the impacts of driver experience and different climate scenarios.32,33

Becker et al derived ESB efficiency from a model that included factors such as GPS coordinates
of route distance, vehicle speed, acceleration, road grade. Their model is deterministic because it
used records of diesel bus driving routes completed to assign an estimated level of electrical
energy equivalent consumed. Elliott and Kittner used an efficiency of 0.84 kWh/km, or 1.35
kWh/mi. Becker found efficiency to be 1.58 kWh/mi during operations and total energy
consumption to be 76 kWh/day, which this report uses because it is more conservative. The

33 https://calstart.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/Electric-School-Bus-Market-Report-2021.pdf

32

https://www.stonybrook.edu/commcms/aertc/conference2018/conference/presentations/Whitaker_Bethan
y_powerpoint.pdf

31 https://www.energy.gov/eere/femp/bidirectional-charging-and-electric-vehicles-mobile-storage

30

https://www.utilitydive.com/news/2021-outlook-the-future-of-electric-vehicle-charging-is-bidirectional-bu/59
2957/
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researchers note that there is a practical necessity that the functional range capabilities of an ESB
match the diesel bus it is replacing. For this reason, they increase the size of the ESB beyond an
exact kWh to gallon conversion by adding an additional 25% of capacity to its battery, rounding
up to the nearest 25 kWh to provide a “factor of safety.”34 As a result, while “31 of 32 vehicle
days” could be met with a 125 kWh bus, Becker et al round up to a 150 kWh bus to ensure they
meet all route demands.The parameters influencing performance efficiency are characterized
below.

table by Becker et al. (NREL 2019)

This physics approach to performance is a familiar approach to testing electric vehicle
performance. On his popular mechanical engineering-focused Youtube channel “Engineering
Explained,” for example, YouTuber Jason Fenske uses a similar set of drivetrain parameters to
evaluate the EV company Tesla’s claims about its stated performance numbers of its Tesla Semi
Truck. 35

At an efficiency of 1.58 kWh/mile and assuming equal route distances in the morning and
afternoon, an electric school bus would require 94.8 kWh to run the route each time. If the ESB
is the Thomas Built Jouley chosen for this report, it has a usable capacity of 158.2 kWh
assuming a 70% discharge of its 226 kWh battery capacity. It can recover the remaining 31.4
kWh required to run the afternoon route through midday charging.

Discharging
The ESB Dispatching Model developed for this report uses the same morning and

afternoon bus route assumptions made by Elliott and Kitter. It further assumes that the school bus
will be parked and available from the last day of school in early June to the start of school in late
August. It is assumed that during that time the ESB can dispatch its energy storage capacity.
Earlier in the development process of this report, this author attempted to use GPS data of
“vehicle kinetic intensity” (energy consumption to move the vehicle) expended in routes of
different lengths to model real-world battery depth of discharge (DOD) when the bus returned
from its service routes. Doing this would follow on the study of medium-duty vehicle and school
bus energy use by Duran and Walkowicz (NREL, 2013).36

36 https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy14osti/60068.pdf
35 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uv44W7xa4IU
34 https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy20osti/74187.pdf
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Charging and discharging are modeled here in two ways: charging the ESB so that it can
run its school pick-up and drop off schedule, and charging and discharging the ESB to provide
energy services to the school, utility or community. As mentioned earlier, this model uses Elliott
and Knitter’s assumption based on their findings from analyzing NC school schedules that the
ESB will be operating on school days from 6:00 AM to 9:30 AM and again from 2:00 PM to
5:30PM. As such, the bus will not be available for other energy services during these time
periods.

A few of the assumptions guiding the battery capacity and charging schedule developed
for this Excel-based model are discussed here. For efficiency, it was assumed that the ESB under
analysis has a depth of discharge of 50% with a state of charge always staying within 30% and
80%. Hypothetical battery capacity discussed in other papers, most recently by Aamodt et al in
their NREL paper, have shown usable ESB battery energy to be up to 70% of the stated battery
capacity at the beginning of battery life. However, a conservative 50% DOD was applied to this
paper for continuity with the Becker paper and because an ESB may be limited practically in its
ability to fully recharge after routes to reach 70% capacity.37 The battery capacity chosen for this
paper is the 226 kWh battery from a Proterra-supplied Thomas Built Bus Jouley ESB. Round trip
efficiency, which describes the bus’ ability to discharge the same amount of energy it receives
when charging, is assumed to be 95%. Charging was scheduled from 12am to 4pm. On days
when only discharging to the school (and not running routes),  Finally, the charger chosen was a
60 kW DCFC.

Finding and processing school bus route and schedule data proved difficult in the time
available for this report. In this model, the bus will be available to respond to all summer critical
peak events, some limited demand charge reduction operations during mid-day. The bus will be
in use and miss almost all opportunities to discharge its battery to the school building or to the
grid during most morning winter electric peak load events. This limit on dispatch is consistent
with existing research. In their paper, Elliott and Kitter found that 7 of the top 10 electric demand
hours occurred in the morning winter peak often when buses are on morning routes and that “26
of the top 130 hours” fell on the times when the bus was active (Elliott and Kitter, 2021). Only
three of the top winter peak hours in that model happened when the bus would be available. The
battery DOD from the morning and afternoon routes is discussed in the charging schedule
discussion below.

To maintain good battery health for the estimated 12 years of operation assuming Lion
Electric’s battery warranty of 8 years, certain assumptions were made for the proper use of the
battery for non-driving activity. Generally speaking, an ESB battery should be kept within
certain bounds for charging and discharging. The metric State of Charge (SoC) describes the
current level of a battery’s charge. Maintaining a limit on depth of discharge to 20%, this practice
avoids accelerated degradation of the battery that would occur with frequent 100% discharging
and charging. The Royal Society of Chemistry states that battery degradation accelerates with
factors like “higher SoC operation” and high temperature effects, which lead to complex changes

37 https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy21osti/76932.pdf pg 8
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to the battery’s chemical and mechanical characteristics and power capabilities.38 To ensure good
battery health and prolonged use, this model set a bound on battery SoC of 30% to 80%,
although this could be up to 70% of the theoretical capacity, according to Rogge, Wollny, and
Sauer (2015) and illustrated by Bigelow below.39,40,41

Cost of batteries
Technological advancement in battery materials, design, and supply chains, coupled with

increased production to meet greater demand for ESBs across the country, is predicted to drive
down ESB battery costs. At their core, while the battery and the electric drive motor differ
substantially from their diesel drivetrain counterparts, ultimately both buses share the same
physical platform and driving schedule. Experts interviewed for this report noted the potential for
downward pressure on ESB costs. Jigar Shah, director of the Department of Energy’s “EV and
battery loan program” , capitalized at $40 billion, expects the global battery market to grow 10x
by 2030.42 A paper by HSRC, Energy Storage and Market Technologies, expects battery storage
spending to be $125 billion by 2026, led by China and the US, and reductions in the levelized
cost of storage to occur across technologies from their 2020 baseline.43 Thomas Built Buses
announced in May 2022 that it would be adding a production shift and hiring 280 more
employees to increase output of its ESB. Company CEO, Kevin Bangston, said that the move
was motivated “in part, to support our ramp up of electric school bus production.”44 (The
question outstanding is how should NCCEF react to the expected pricing decline.)

Becker, Elliott and Kittner studies for Cash Flow model background
The estimates of ESB battery storage presented here to NCCEF use valuations drawn

from several reports. The NCSU report does not specifically look at the value EV batteries add in
supporting electric utility operations, however it does make a detailed assessment of savings with
customer-located battery storage. An important caveat here is that, for ease of comparison and
because utilities often do not make public the cost savings to their operations from battery
storage, this report makes the following assumption: customer savings from using
behind-the-meter battery storage for reducing demand charges and TOU rate expenses are

44

https://thomasbuiltbuses.com/resources/news/thomas-built-buses-announces-shift-expansion-2022-05-18
/

43

https://www.einnews.com/pr_news/580596419/the-2026-energy-storage-market-would-total-125-billion-ac
cording-to-a-new-report

42

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/jigarshahdc_the-big-cajole-getting-the-west-to-set-up-activity-6999014195
920781312-1IBr?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_desktop

41

https://www.apta.com/wp-content/uploads/Resources/mc/sustainability/previous/2017sustainability/presen
tations/Presentations/Battery-Electric%20Buses%20101%20-%20Erik%20Bigelow.pdf

40 https://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/8/5/4587
39 https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy21osti/76932.pdf
38 https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlehtml/2021/cp/d1cp00359c
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similar to a utility’s avoided cost, on a kW-to-kW basis, by using battery storage located at
substations. This assumption is based on an off-the-record discussion of using North Carolina’s
coincident peak charges to get at the value of storage to utilities with a rate design strategist from
a large utility.

To quantify valuations of the savings provided by ESB storage, this report incorporates
NCSU’s findings for ‘Storage Only’ scenarios (not ‘Solar PV + Storage’). NCSU developed
these valuations using regional tariffs and TOU rates in three North Carolina cities. NCSU
evaluates savings for two groups of customers: large, and small to medium C&I.  Large C&I
customers are those that consume 1,000 kW or greater at peak demand periods. ‘Medium’ are
those with loads less than 1,000 kW, and ‘small’ are non-residential customers with peak loads
less than 30 kW. Revenue requirement as calculated by NCSU describes the amount in annual
fixed costs that the owner of the battery storage system must recover to break even and applies to
C&I customers.45 The formula conveys capital cost on a $/kWh basis, a 10% interest rate over
the system’s 10-year lifetime, and fixed operations and maintenance costs, all conveyed in
$/kWyr.46 The term ‘revenue requirement’ often is used in a utility context as the amount a utility
must recover based on the value of the utility’s assets, cost of debt and equity financing, and
operating and administrative expenses, all conveyed by a revenue formula.47 Here is an example
formula from NCSU:

The report “Cost Reduction of School Bus Fleet Electrification With Optimized Charging
and Distributed Energy Resources” by Becker et al from the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory assesses the ability of ESBs to participate in energy arbitrage while maintaining
battery life health. The researchers offer an optimization model using mixed-integer linear
programming that minimizes the cost of charging the bus to the school through managed ESB
charging and vehicle-to-building (V2B) capabilities (detailed below). The team evaluated the

rate of battery degradation from
various charging and discharging
scenarios and the potential
revenues from vehicle-to-building
dispatch to cover initial ESB
purchase price. Becker and team
write, “The results show that there
is an opportunity to mitigate the
increase in the electric utility bill
with improved charging controls
and bi-directionally operating the

47 Luana Lima, Economics of Modern Power Systems, Module 8 - Intro to Network Pricing
46 Ibid
45 NCSU paper, page 23
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school bus batteries.”48 In other words, researchers were able to find cost effective ways to
support the purchase of an ESB under a system that leverages the value of the ESB battery and
reduces building costs and without the incorporation of revenues from a V2G capacity market. A
diagram of Becker’s electrification model is included below. It is worth noting that a 2018 pilot
of this application studied by the Vermont Energy Investment Corporation for the Massachusetts
Department of Energy Resources did not produce similar results. The study found a greater than
50% reduction in GHG emissions through managed ESB charging, however, bus operational
efficiency and revenue from V2B were lower than anticipated due to technical challenges such as
mismanaged TOU charging and driver training.49

Becker et al used an optimization model developed by NREL called “REopt”. This model
was built to “optimally size and dispatch the DERs and storage-based assets given the historical
building loads and rate tariffs for a specific site.”50 One of the most commonly used REopt
objective functions executed by the team was to minimize the life-cycle cost of energy.
Life-cycle cost of energy is a method for comparing different scenarios of owning and operating
expenses for an energy system.51 Becker’s paper proved useful to this report presented here by
presenting an estimated kWh/mile efficiency consumption for an ESB driving typical routes.

Finally, the third research work used in the development of this ESB revenue model was
the paper “Operational grid and environmental impacts for a V2G-enabled electric school bus
fleet using DC fast chargers,” by Elliott and Kittner from University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill. Elliott and Kittner model a scenario in which a fully electric ESB fleet has replaced all
14,000 diesel school buses in North Carolina. Each ESB in the scenario has a 126 kWh battery
connected to a 60-kW charger. Noting that there are “limited examples of actively managed V2G
programs in the United states,” the authors developed a model to simulate the grid benefits of a
managed ESB fleet. Elliott and Kittner’s model was constructed using a V2G simulation tool in
Python called “Vehicle-to-Grid Simulator.” This is an optimization model which sets the
objective function of providing peak load shaving capabilities from ESBs52 and which
incorporates real school bus driving data from several school districts. Elliott and Kittner’s
model demonstrates the effects of an all-ESB fleet delivering up to 840 MW of demand
reduction capability, resulting in a shift of 2.6 GWh and up to 1,129 t CO2 emissions
reductions.53 The paper was useful in providing insight for this report into right sizing the kWh
batteries of the buses and ESB chargers. The analysis of average school bus routes in North
Carolina under 25 test scenarios was incorporated into the dispatch model performed in this
report. This data is used below to model typical energy expenditure per bus route so that a level
of charge remaining could be determined when the school bus returns from its morning route.

53 Ibid
52 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2352550921003419
51 https://des.wa.gov/services/facilities-leasing/energy-program/energy-life-cycle-cost-analysis
50 https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy20osti/74187.pdf

49

https://www.veic.org/Media/default/documents/resources/reports/veic-ma-doer-electric-school-bus-pilot-pr
oject.pdf

48 https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy20osti/74187.pdf
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A summary of the results of two academic studies: the Becker et. al NREL report and the Elliot
and Kittner UNC report. The Becker report developed an optimization model that could test
scenarios for using the battery capacity of a fleet of electric school buses cost effectively, both
with and without a separate PV array, battery energy storage, and other DER options. To
examine the battery savings capabilities of an electric bus, Becker uses a “REopt” program
(NREL’s optimization software) to maintain a state of charge of the battery required for the bus
to run its school routes and, in the vehicle-to-building (VTB) scenario 7, allows the ESB to
discharge from the battery to the school building when it is docked at the charging station. The
bus selected had a 150 kWh battery and the building energy load profile was based on the
Department of Energy’s school building performance estimates for the Baltimore, Maryland area.
The researchers also accounted for demand charges, modeling the highest 32 system load hours
in the PJM power market to develop the building’s coincident peak, or CP.

In their model, the business as usual scenario is a school paying both the cost to fuel six
diesel buses and the electricity for all loads. Of the six scenarios tested against this baseline,
scenario 4 (“EV with smart-charging”) and scenario 7 (“EV Smart-VTB and DER”) were the
most relevant to this report. In scenario 4, the researchers calculated the energy savings from
managing the charging of a school bus battery to reduce school electricity costs and avoiding
charging during peak cost hours, called “smart charging”. To incorporate coincident peak prices,
Becker took the average of the building’s load during the highest load hours for each month
across 32 annual peak load hours analyzed. In Scenario 7, the researchers model an ESB with
VTB discharging and a DER battery storage system (not included in this report) to find a net
present value of cost savings. Becker writes that the ESB batteries both reduce building peak
load and perform energy arbitrage.

It is important to note here the demand charges of $1.51 and $1.71 (summer and winter
peaks) were by Becker’s admission “quite low.” Even with Becker’s inclusion of a PJM
coincident peak demand charge of $9.76 /kW-month, these are much lower than commercial
building charges experienced in North Carolina. Though the cost for this service is not
considered in this report, it is important that the school receiving an ESB through NCCEF
employ a “curtailment service provider” to manage the school’s charging and discharging
schedules so as to maximize opportunities for vehicle to building discharge and the resulting cost
savings. A fleet manager who allows for unmanaged charging, called “manual charging” by
Becker, risks significantly increasing the school’s electric demand charges and the effective fuel
cost for the ESBs. This could potentially eliminate operational savings. Becker analyzed savings
over a 10 year ESB lifespan of operation and used an electricity cost escalation rate of 2%. The
researchers found that in all scenarios when they were tested, nearly all ESB battery types had
80% or more of life remaining at the end of 10 years.  For simplicity, this report to NCCEF does
not use an electricity cost escalation rate and assumes bus life is capped at 12 years, which is the
end of the current Thomas Built Bus extended warranty. In Becker’s report, net present value
“represents the capital cost less any maintenance cost savings that could be paid to make the
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project break-even.”  In Becker’s analysis, the net present value of scenario 4, using only an ESB
battery with smart charging is around $290,000, with a break-even cost per bus of $48,000, too
low to cover capital costs for the electric bus and infrastructure. In scenario 7, which includes
DER, the net present value was $1.53 million and the break-even cost was $255,000. In fact,
scenario 7 improves on scenario 6 by 20% even though the only difference between the scenarios
is the inclusion of VTB discharging. Scenarios 4, 6, and 7 all include smart charging, however
scenario 7 alone includes VTB revenue. Thus, combining break-even cost from smart charging
and the VTB savings in scenario 7 in the Becker report yields a break-even cost of $92,795 per
bus. In this report, higher demand charges in North Carolina, lower expected maintenance costs,
and reported fuel cost savings from a fleet manager in Western North Carolina lead to a better
financial picture.

In the Elliott and Kittner paper, the researchers tested the capacity of the entire North
Carolina ESB fleet to respond to “provide more grid stability and reduced carbon dioxide
emissions than simple controlled charging systems.” Their paper analyzes the extent to which
ESBs can delay or prevent the need to dispatch peaker plants during peak load on the grid and
the resultant carbon emission reduction. Elliott and Kittner’s research supports the claim made in
this report that the V2G capability of an ESB can provide further value to utilities in addition to
V1G value of EVs with managed charging and V2B value with reductions to consumer load
through behind-the-meter dispatch.

Their research involved using optimization software in a Python program called V2G-sim
to determine the capabilities of the ESB to reduce grid load profile using ESB fleet capacity with
two minimization functions that provide peak shaving and “ramp mitigation” (the rate at which
electric power generators must come on-line to provide power) to reduce demands on the grid.
Elliott and Kittner’s peak shaving optimization function models the performance of a 14,000
vehicle ESB fleet to maximize reductions to daily grid load at peak periods. They employed
V2G-sim to simulate fleet response on a summer day, winter weekday and winter weekend to
provide a representative sample of school being in and out of session. It is worth noting that
Elliott and Kittner’s focus on winter peaks is helpful because the demand profile in North
Carolina is moving toward more frequent peaks in the winter months, so much so that Duke
Energy conducted a study in 2020 on winter peaks and is looking to source “up to 1,400 MW” in
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Demand Side Management (resources that reduce consumption at the load source).54 Similar to
the Becker model above, Elliott and Kittner’s deterministic model draws from data to determine
availability of the ESBs for V2G dispatch. The researchers used the 2018 hourly demand history
in North Carolina to determine whether the ESBs will be “connected to the grid” at the times
when the grid experiences peak load. As such, this model depends on predicting the period of
peak demand and having the buses as a callable resource that respond on demand to peak events.
They note, however, that when the buses are on runs and not connected, they cannot be
considered resources that would retire peaker plants. Finally, Elliott and Kittner used simulated
bus route performance data to determine energy expenditure on routes and SoC on the return to
the parking lot, assuming an efficiency of 0.84 kWh/km (1.35 kWh/mi). This is slightly better
efficiency than the 0.98 kWh/km (1.58 kWh/mi) used by Becker. Elliott and Kitner did not
quantify the utility value of the ESB fleet. In their results they found that the simulated bus fleet
could provide 840 MW decrease to load. The best ESB performance occurred during the winter
weekend day, when the buses were able to reduce grid emissions by 1,129 tons of CO2. Elliot
and Kittner write that 840 MW reduction “represents the capacity and size of a typical large
coal-fired thermal power plant,” equal to three small natural gas plants in North Carolina.

As a final note, both Becker et al. and Elliott and Kittner made a similar observation
about how to choose the right kWh size ESB when purchasing the vehicle. Larger capacity
(higher kWh values) provide more energy capacity, but they cost more (see comparison chart).
Becker finds that when ESBs are able to charge within the average period of 3.02 hr/day between
8am and 2pm, they are able to keep their SOC above 50% at all times. Being able to charge in
this period, they find, allows for downsizing initial battery purchase that “significantly reduces
the capital cost of an EV, currently by about $500/kWh.”55 Similarly, in Elliott and Kittner’s
sensitivity analysis section they state that the greatest limitation on ESB dispatch capability and
potential value to the grid is power capability, not energy capacity. In other words, it is the size of
the DC fast charger and not the energy capacity of the ESB in kWh, that determines the ESB’s
potential contribution to reducing ( or “flattening”) peak loads on the grid. Elliott and Kittner had
modeled 126 kWh ESBs using 60 kW DC fast chargers based on an assumption that single bus
routes would be less than 70 km in length. They write, “Optimally flattening peaks with
210-kWh buses only requires an 11% increase in power even though the battery capacity is 67%
larger.”56 Thus with mid-day charging, research appears to support reducing the initial capital
expense on the bus purchase and increasing the power capabilities of the charger assuming that
the school district route length is supported by the availability energy capacity.

56 Elliott and Kittner, page 326
55 Becker, page 3

54

https://www.utilitydive.com/news/annual-peak-loads-are-shifting-to-winter-aceee-report-details-how-utilitie/
598861/
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The Time-of-Use rate, (TOU) is a utility policy where electricity rates are time-varying to
incorporate the changing daily value of electricity. As characterized in Joskow and Wolfram’s
“Dynamic Pricing of Electricity,” the TOU rate is an approximation of the changing marginal
cost of supplying electricity over the course of a day. This is because a peak demand period will
require more generators to be online and increase the marginal cost of energy provided. These
rates often appear on customer bills as “on-peak” and “off-peak” pricing. Joskow and Wolfram
provide a history of the TOU rate, noting the role of former New York Public Service
Commission Chairman Fred Kahn in being particularly energetic in advocating for TOU pricing
in the 1970s. While the concept of TOU pricing has existed since the 1960s, utilities have been
slow to adopt it in part, Joskow and Wolfram write, due to utility regulators’ concerns that
customers would not be able to respond appropriately. For this reason and others, they point out
that marginal cost pricing has been mostly limited in application to Europe. For example, in 2010
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission found only 1 percent of residential customers were
on TOU plans.57 In North Carolina, University of North Carolina finds a TOU rate for businesses
has existed since 1975, but the first residential TOU was introduced in 2013.58

The TOU rate
for C&I customers in
North Carolina has a
few different levels that
vary by year, called
“on-peak,” “shoulder,”
and “off-peak.” For
simplicity and the
purposes of this report,
only on-peak and
off-peak TOU rates were
considered in the model. Duke Energy has two seasons for TOU pricing. The “cooling season,”
that is when air conditioning drives customer load, has off-peak hours from 6am to 11am and

58 https://efc.web.unc.edu/2013/11/01/for-the-times-of-residential-electricity-use-in-n-c-they-are-a-changin

57

https://www.utilitydive.com/news/an-emerging-push-for-time-of-use-rates-sparks-new-debates-about-cust
omer-an/545009/
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8pm to 6am. On-peak hours are 1pm to 6pm, and an intermediate “shoulder rate” runs for the
four inter-hours, 11-1pm and 6-8pm. Correspondingly, in the “heating season,” demand for
heating drives electric load. On-peak hours are from 6am-9am, off-peak hours are 12-5pm and
again from 8pm-6am. Shoulder hours are from 9am-12pm and 5pm-8pm.59

Value of ESBs to utilities
As a transportation service, the ESB provides excellent value to communities. It delivers

a quiet and less shaky ride for students and clean air to riders. It builds on the excellent safety
rating of school bus travel.60 Neighborhoods also benefit from reduced route emission, especially
those with higher particulate matter emissions. As an electric power service, the ESB provides a
unique source of value. It can be both a stationary battery and a battery on wheels. When
connected to its homebase charging point, it delivers services to the school and the electric grid.
When mobile, it can deliver battery energy storage anywhere in range, including providing
backup power for disadvantaged communities during storms. It is widely recognized that there is
value of an ESB to a utility. “Expanding the availability of small-scale battery storage in our
communities can reduce the need for stationary grid storage that brings substantial financial costs
for utility companies,” writes the organization Environment America, in a report citing a paper
by Jonathan Coignard, “Clean vehicles as an enabler for a clean electricity grid.”61

The value of electric school buses to utilities and utility support for ESB deployment is
clear in research about positive community impact and value as a distributed energy resource.
Environment America in its report, “Electric School Buses and the Grid,” found that
V2G-capable ESBs can reduce required utility investments in new generation and utility-scale
storage.62 The National Cooperative Business Association (NCBA), which represents electric
cooperatives across the US, aligns with the “Beneficial Electrification League'' operated by an
associated nonprofit. The League aims to “accelerate the deployment of ESBs” in electric
cooperative territories through coordinating efforts between electric utilities and school districts,
with a focus on low-income districts.63 NCBA reports that over 3,000 of the nearly 6,000 school
districts under its rural cooperative umbrella report 15% of their student body is below the
poverty line.64

Many utility leaders across the country agree on the benefits of ESBs to communities and
power infrastructure services. “We believe these buses can bring a lot of benefit to students, the
school systems, and the electric cooperative community,” says Kent Singer of the Colorado
Rural Electric Association.”65 Two of the 22 electric cooperatives in Singer’s association,

65 Ibid.
64 Ibid.

63

https://ncbaclusa.coop/blog/beneficial-electrification-league-launches-electric-school-bus-initiative-by-enli
sting-the-help-of-electric-co-ops-in-over-20-states/

62 https://environmentamerica.org/center/resources/electric-school-buses-and-the-grid/
61 https://publicinterestnetwork.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/NC_V2G-2022-scrn.pdf
60 https://www.nhtsa.gov/road-safety/school-bus-safety
59 https://www.duke-energy.com/business/billing/time-of-use-rate/how-it-works
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Mountain Parks Electric and La Plata Electric Association, have supported two ESBs in their
school district’s fleets. Mountain Parks financed the ESB at no reported cost to the school district
by using funds from the Regional Air Quality Council Alt Fuels Colorado program as well as
capital credits from co-op members.66 Larger investor owned utilities (IOUs) backed by
shareholders also have an additional advantage with respect to their capital allocations. An
innovation and rate design strategist at Arizona Public Service said that many utilities see
medium to heavy-duty vehicles as an enabler of the energy transition, in particular with
achieving a low-carbon electric power grid. Dominion Energy, which serves the north eastern
corner of North Carolina, purchased 50 ESBs for school districts in its territory at the marginal
cost above a diesel school bus to “reduce volatility in power demand” in the power market at
times when the buses are parked.67 These IOUs can make investments that instead of generating
revenue immediately have long-term payback periods through things like increased electric
demand over a 20-year horizon. That said, even large utilities are capital constrained and must be
presented with the value of distributed energy battery resources like ESBs. Todd Schroeder,
General Manager of the Lewis County Electric Cooperative which supported the financing of
ESBs in the Knox County, Missouri school district, said that in addition to giving back to the
community, “load growth is the primary take-away from the expansion of EVs” from the utility
perspective.68

Advanced Energy Economy, a national energy trade association, released a report in April
2022 on how to accelerate deployment of ESBs. While the report primarily focused on financing
ESBs in competitive retail power markets, it also considered opportunities for ESB finance in
vertically-integrated markets like Arizona and Florida. North Carolina is a vertically-integrated
market, so all potential V2G sales will be negotiated by the NCUC and executed between the
school district and the utility. In its report, AEE reaffirms the value of an ESB to a utility. Since
utilities in restructured and regulated markets alike both have to manage demand and regulate
power flow as with any other power market, utilities in regulated markets “stand to benefit from
partnering with school districts or bus operators to procure electric buses for use as demand
management resources.”69

Generally speaking, as renewables-heavy states like North Carolina increase the amount
of variable renewable energy generation injected into their grid, they increase their need to store
and shift that generation to other parts of the day when it’s not available. To quantify the benefit

69

https://info.aee.net/hubfs/Electrifying%20Transportation/Accelerating%20Electric%20School%20Bus%20
Adoption%20for%20Grid%20Reliability%20and%20Community%20Resilience.pdf

68

https://www.nrucfc.coop/content/nrucfc/en/news/stories/show-me-state-co-op-drives-electric-school-bus-a
doption.html

67

https://info.aee.net/hubfs/Electrifying%20Transportation/Accelerating%20Electric%20School%20Bus%20
Adoption%20for%20Grid%20Reliability%20and%20Community%20Resilience.pdf

66

https://www.eesi.org/articles/view/new-electric-school-buses-in-colorado-provide-safer-cleaner-cheaper-ri
des
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of an ESB as a grid service to a generic North Carolina utility in the model below, this paper
looked at research by North Carolina
State University (NCSU) into the
value of grid-dedicated storage in the
state. The 2018 NCSU study, “Energy
Storage Options for North Carolina,”
assessed the value of battery storage
to North Carolina’s utilities. It states
that lithium-ion grid-connected
batteries that reduce commercial and
industrial coincident peak (CP) and
time-of-use (TOU) charges offer cost
savings for customers, especially
when used to dispatch energy over
two-hour periods.70 Further, the value

of battery storage for utilities will increase if lithium batteries continue to become cheaper,
because utilities will deploy them to defer building expensive capacity projects to meet higher
demand peaks and to strengthen grid reliability.71 The NCSU report defines capacity deferral and
peak shaving that incorporates storage as the operation of “distribution-sited storage to control
peak demand at the distribution circuit level in order to defer an expensive bulk capacity
upgrade” and to conduct monthly peak shaving.72 Whereas utilities would locate their storage
systems at their substation facilities to defer making expensive upgrades to feeders and to
support transmission features like reliability, there are benefits to having controllable storage
behind-the-meter, where the customer consumes power.

Health benefits of ESBs
Various health research institutions have studied air quality pollution from diesel school

buses. A 2002 NIH-sponsored study stated unequivocally that there is “no known safe level of
exposure to diesel exhaust for children, especially those with respiratory illness.”73 Perhaps the
most frequently cited report on the subject dates from 2001, when then NRDC senior scientist
Dr. Gina Solomon and her research team studied air quality inside Los Angeles school buses.
The team tested air quality for 20 hours of bus operation along known school bus routes in the
city. Dr. Solomon and the team found that exhaust levels inside the bus were “more than eight
times the average levels found in ambient air in California.” They further found that such
pollution poses a major cancer risk, elevating cancer risk by 23 to 46 cases per million children.

73 https://www.ehhi.org/reports/diesel/dieselintro.pdf
72 https://energy.ncsu.edu/storage/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/02/NC-Storage-Study-FINAL.pdf

71 Ibid.
Chart from NREL, “2021 Cost Projections for Utility-Scale Battery Storage”
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy21osti/79236.pdf

70 https://energy.ncsu.edu/storage/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/02/NC-Storage-Study-FINAL.pdf
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Dr. Solomon reported, “The levels we measured on some of these buses both surprised and
worried us. Worse still, we have reason to believe that these levels are fairly typical.” Dr.
Solomon received the Clean Air Award from the American Lung Association in California for
the study.

More recently, the state of California has given a monetary value to the health benefits
from replacing diesel school buses with electric ones. A report by the California Energy
Commission developed for its electric school bus solicitation (GFO-17-607) quantified the health
benefits from removing diesel particulate emissions. The report applied a societal health benefit
of $8,900 per year per bus, an amount composed from health benefits of reducing diesel bus
pollution across Los Angeles and surrounding communities. The total lifetime health benefits of
one electric school bus assuming a 20-year operational life amounted to $145,00074 This total did
not include the additional benefits from cleaning in-cabin bus fumes and thus would be expected
to be greater.75

While pollution from diesel school buses has improved somewhat with cleaner burning
diesel and natural gas engines, by some estimates between 10-50%,76 removing diesel pollution
entirely is a significant win for children riding to and from school and the surrounding
communities.

School bus purchasing process

North Carolina Department of Public Instruction structure for school bus purchases
The following details the process by which the North Carolina General Assembly funds

payment requests from local education agencies (LEA) for new diesel school buses. This is the
process followed for most new school buses, which replace buses that have met a threshold for
retirement. On occasion, individual counties draw from their own funds on a bus for “fleet
expansion,” usually when a school has increased in student population and needs additional
transport service. This information is presented because the cash flow model section of this
report depends on the assumption that NCDPI will be willing to fund ESBs at the same amount
that it currently funds diesel bus replacements, estimated between $100,000-$122,000. This
section explains how school bus replacement funding is processed.

Under North Carolina, General Statute 115C-249 specifies that a school bus “is eligible
for replacement with State funds based on its age and mileage when it is either 20 years…or has
been operated for more than 250,000” (NCGS, 8.11.(a). When a school bus reaches one of these
thresholds or over 300,000 miles of driving before 20 years, the district’s board of education,
organized as a local education agency (LEA), requests a replacement allocation from the State
Board of Education. LEAs are boards of education that “maintain control of public elementary or
secondary schools in a city, county, township, school district, or other political subdivision of a

76 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4476560/
75 https://www.energy.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/Cost-Effectiveness_ada.pdf
74 See California DEQ. More discussion on this is detailed in Product A below.
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state.”77 Charter schools are also considered LEAs. When the general assembly appropriates
funds for a school bus purchase, those are allocated by the NC Department of Public Instruction
(DPI) to the LEA, which then distributes them to the school district. The state’s School Bus
Replacement Fund had around $40 million in reserves in June 2020, but after roughly $14
million was reallocated elsewhere by new bills in 2021, it stands at around $26 million.78

Additionally, code 115C-249 authorizes “the tax-levying authorities of any county,” in
this case county financial officers, to provide for the purchase of additional school buses not
purchased by the state. Fleet expansion often happens when the student population in a school
district increases such that it requires additional transportation services. Fleet expansion is a cost
to the county that is not reimbursed by the state. When the bus replacement or fleet expansion
bus is purchased, the school district owns the bus. The title to the additional or replacement
school bus is in the name of the LEA. If a school district is interested in acquiring an ESB, these
same rules apply.

School districts request buses from LEAs in an a la carte way. Much like ordering food at
an all-you-can-eat restaurant, a school district checks off items they want on their bus, such as
adjustable footrests for the bus driver. This menu of school bus items exists in a document called
the state term contract.79 The LEA captures these requests in a purchase order to the state, which
must be fulfilled within 210 days. However, the current version of the contract does not yet
include an electric drivetrain.

Additional county funding for school districts
North Carolina counties, unlike school districts in the state, can carry debt on their books.

Under state law, a county is responsible for providing capital funds to its schools. New Hanover
County’s annual comprehensive financial report explains that the county meets this legal
obligation “by using a mixture of County funds and general obligation debt.”80 The purchases it
makes for schools are then owned and operated by the school districts. As with the EBCI
example, NCCEF can work directly with a county to raise capital for the purchase of an ESB.

Each year, school districts send it to the county a budget by expenditure, including
requests for funding. After approving the budget, the county funds the school district’s budget
requests by issuing bonds or using direct loans from private banks. Which option the county
chooses for raising capital involves a few considerations. Often, if the benefit is close and
includes a social benefit but is not fully cost-covered, the county will fund it. Counties issue
bonds at the same time at the end of the fiscal year. New Hanover County chief financial officer
Eric Credle provided insight into the financing that county secures and its officers’ approach to
considering school asset purchases.

80 NHC ACFR page 9
79 https://ncadmin.nc.gov/media/5136/open
78 https://stnonline.com/news/north-carolina-reallocates-14m-from-school-bus-replacement-fund/
77 https://edsource.org/glossary/local-education-agency-lea
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New Hanover County’s (NHC) general obligation bonds range in size between $50 -
$100 million and require the approval of the county’s residents in voting at elections. They can
also be much larger. For example, Durham County’s $423,505,000 GO bond for schools covered
construction and land acquisition and was on the ballot for the November 8th, 2022 election.
Combined with community college and museum bonds, the total general obligation (GO) was
$550.2 million. If voters approve it, this GO bond would be paid for through an increase to sales
taxes and 2.5 cent rate increase in property taxes. To finance the GO bond, the county sells
municipal bonds to investors through its bond market and in exchange offers coupons combined
with principal, backed by its ability to collect taxes. Municipal bonds are famously safe
investments. NHC, for example, has a Triple A rating for its general obligation bonds, which
ranks among the highest of US counties.81 At the end of fiscal year 2021, most of NHC’s debt
was in GO bonds, which are secured through its ability to levy taxes. Additionally, the state
limits the general obligation debt for any county in North Carolina of 8 percent of the assessed
value of taxable property within its boundaries. Counties do not always use this full amount;
NHC had a debt margin of $2.467 billion and $9.4 million in bonds authorized but unissued in
2021.82

Limited obligation bonds have a few differences from GO bonds. They combine smaller
ticket items from different sectors to finance as a group. LO bonds do not require voter approval
and, depending on the county, range in size from $15 to $30 million each. A limited obligation
bond could include smaller improvements to a school’s HVAC system provided through an
energy service company (ESCO). In March 2021, for example, NHC issued a total of $74.5
million in LO bonds in March 2021 to pay for assets including a government complex, an
addiction treatment center, stormwater management, “acquisition of certain equipment for both
County and school purposes.” Bond payments began in August 2021 with variable interest from
1 to 5% and the bond matures in August of 2040.83 As observed by WRI, municipalities with
“direct access to capital markets through their bonding authorities” can cover the cost of ESB
purchases through issuing new bonds.84

Alternatively, Credle said the county may pursue a commercial bank loan for one project
if that project is smaller than a limited obligation bond. A municipal bond from a bank is offered
at a lower rate than a commercial bond because the loan interest is exempt from tax. Whereas the
prime rate is 6.25% interest on a commercial loan, 21% of income from a municipal or other
public loan is tax free. This means the bank will offer a loan to a county at 79% of the prime rate,
or in this case 4.94%, which makes this an appealing option to counties.

Electric School Bus purchase models in NC
According to Kevin Harrison, the section chief at NCDPI, there are three avenues that a

school district can pursue to acquire an electric school bus. Explained in the summary below in

84 https://www.wri.org/insights/how-help-your-community-fund-electric-school-buses-us
83 NHC ACFR FY 2021, page 116
82 NHC ACFR FY 2021, page 14
81 New Hanover County ACFR FY 2021
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order, these are a) submit a request for a grant in a competitive bidding process or participate in
an ESB pilot project, b) propose its own project to its local financing authority, or c) source
funds through a public-private source as an infrastructure expense. These are not discrete options
and can be combined in different scenarios, explained below. All of the models explored in this
paper consider scenarios where the school owns the ESB outright or will own the ESB after the
conclusion of its participation in a pilot program.

Scenario 1: Competitive bidding process
In the first example, the school district goes to its LEA and requests that it enter a bid for

available EBS funding from state grants. At the state level, the North Carolina Department of Air
Quality administers the allocation of the state’s share of total VW settlement funds. The 2017
Volkswagen settlement resolved a civil case between the US Department of Justice and the
automaker after VW was found to have installed devices on its diesel passenger cars that would
“defeat” NOx sensors at vehicle emissions testing centers. For violating the U.S. Clean Air Act
and defrauding its customers, VW agreed to pay $14.7 billion in damages to be distributed across
the US states and territories for remediation programs.85 This included $2.9 billion86 for a diesel
emissions mitigation trust fund that would “reduce NOx emissions from eligible diesel
vehicles.”87 North Carolina received $92.045 million in total allocation from the diesel emissions
mitigation fund.88 The School Bus Program (SBP) draws from that fund to invest in programs
that reduce pollution from diesel emissions.89 North Carolina’s Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ) operates the settlement and has allocated it in two phases. Phase I of the SBP
allocated $12.2 million for school bus replacements and included 6 electric school buses90; the
first ESB was delivered to the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians in March 2022. In Phase 2, the
SBP received $30.07 million of the remaining $66.5 million.91 This supported 43 ESBs and
charging equipment, ranging from $283,000 to $516,000 allocated per ESB.92

At the federal level, the US EPA launched the Clean School Bus program in May 2022
with $5 billion in funding from the 2021 Infrastructure Investments and Jobs Act (IIJA). The
initial federal offering was $500 million. In response, the EPA received 2000 applications

92 https://deq.nc.gov/media/31707/download?attachment

91

https://www.fuelsfix.com/2022/05/funding-for-change-an-inside-look-into-north-carolinas-vw-mitigation-pla
n/

90

https://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/air-quality/motor-vehicles-and-air-quality/volkswagen-settlement/vw-sett
lement-phase-1-diesel-program

89

https://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/air-quality/motor-vehicles-and-air-quality/volkswagen-settlement/volksw
agen-mitigation-plan/volkswagen-settlement-process

88 https://deq.nc.gov/media/11588/open

87 The mitigation fund's purpose was “to fund eligible mitigation actions that replace diesel
emission sources with cleaner technology, thereby offsetting the excess emissions of nitrogen
oxides (NOX)” caused by the violating vehicles.

86 https://deq.nc.gov/media/11588/open
85 https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/28/business/volkswagen-settlement-diesel-scandal.html
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totalling $4 billion in requests.93 The non-profit research organization WRI reports 95% of these
applications were for ESBs.94 Award recipients of the opening allocation have until April 2023 to
submit a purchase order to the EPA. This will be followed by a competitive grant program for
bus replacement between 2022 and 2023.95 Additional grants are available to schools through the
EPA’s Diesel Emissions Reduction Act (DERA). This program has a matching 50% component
that can substantially increase its impact. Last year, for example, NC schools received $1 million
after the state matched a $400,000 allotment from the EPA with $400,000 from VW funds,
receiving an additional $200,000. These funds go to the DPI for non-diesel bus purchases.
Finally, the American Rescue Plan, part of the Covid-19 stimulus passed in 2021, allocated $17
million for funding clean school buses. Of this, $7 million is for “school districts in underserved
communities to replace old diesel school buses” with ESBs.9697

School districts can also agree to participate in an LEA ESB pilot. This has been
underway in North Carolina since the NC Utilities Commission cleared the way for Duke Energy
to purchase ESBs for NC school districts. In 2020, Duke received permission from the NCUC to
start a $25 million EV pilot program that would provide electric chargers and ESBs. Under the
program, Duke will install and own 280 charging stations and provide funding for school bus
replacements with ESB drawing from Duke’s rate base. The utility plans to replace 30 school
buses from model year 2009 or older (13 years or more) by providing $215,000 per bus to the
school districts on a first-come, first-served basis.98 Under the plan, Duke advertises it will
“provide charging infrastructure for EV school buses and partial funding for bus deployment.”
Duke owns the charger and charging infrastructure for the duration of the pilot and has
ownership of the ESB battery “at the end of the bus’s useful life.” Duke plans to test the ability
of ESBs to dispatch energy in vehicle to grid operations for the buses that it funds.99 The selected
school participants must agree to participate in Duke’s program through December 2023.

Scenario 2: School district receives ESB through county contribution
The second example, where the school district proposes its own project to its local

education agency financing authority, is discussed here. County financial administrators will ask
a series of questions to determine whether to raise capital through general allocation, limited

99 https://www.duke-energy.com/business/products/park-and-plug/electric-school-buses

98

https://www.utilitydive.com/news/north-carolina-oks-dukes-scaled-down-25m-ev-pilot-as-experts-see-mo
mentu/589845/

97 https://www.epa.gov/dera/2021-american-rescue-plan-arp-electric-school-bus-rebates

96

https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/epa-awards-rebates-totaling-17-million-fund-clean-school-buses-reduc
e-diesel-emissions

95 https://www.wri.org/update/more-electric-school-buses-are-hitting-road

94

https://electricschoolbusinitiative.org/statement-wri-heralds-historic-electric-school-bus-funding-through-e
pa-clean-school-bus-program

93

https://www.epa.gov/newsreleases/biden-harris-administration-will-double-clean-school-bus-rebate-award
s-nearly-1
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obligation or private loans. Generally they will want to know which option is more efficient,
which option  carries a lower price, and whether the investment should be structured for a single
asset or a group of assets. If a county were considering investing in an ESB, for example, it
would want to maximize available grants first. The investment would not necessarily need to
make financial sense in terms of return on investment but, as stewards of public money, the
county has an obligation to make sure its investments are reasonable uses of its tax revenues.
NHC can draw from previous public-private financing experience from clean energy projects
serving its school system for financing ESBs.

Case study: The Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians
As mentioned, the funds described above can also be combined for greater impact. This is

what happened in Western North Carolina with the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians (EBCI)
school district (Cherokee territory east of the Mississippi) and its school bus operator, the
Cherokee Boys Club Incorporated (CBC) received funds through several sources. WRI reports
that the Land of Sky Clean Vehicles Coalition, a US Department of Energy initiative, together
with Duke Energy and bus manufacturer Carolina Thomas, partnered with EBCI and CBC for
their first ESB. In December 2019, EBCI’s Air Quality Program and CBC applied for ESB
funding from Phase I of DEQ’s VW settlement funds with guidance from its partners. DEQ
selected EBCI and awarded it $402,801, enough to cover the $360,000 bus and $40,000
charger.100 However, this amount did not cover the site’s ‘makeready’ costs. These are technical
costs for the preparation and construction of electrical infrastructure for electric transmission
support to the ESB charger. In response, Duke Energy covered this cost.

EBCI and CBC then pursued funding for four additional ESBs through DERA. DERA
funds require financial partnership. Following EBCI’s announcement to pursue DERA, Duke
Energy signed on to provide $215,000 for the four buses and cover infrastructure costs for all
five buses. As part of the plan, EBCI agreed to participate in Duke Energy’s vehicle-to-grid
(V2G) test pilot for three years and to give Duke “rights to the battery at the end of the busses’
useful life.”101 Carolina Thomas provides CBC mechanics with training in ESB maintenance.
EBCI also received technical help from the North Carolina Clean Energy Technology Center
(NCCETC), which quantified the emissions reductions from retiring the diesel buses and
replacing them with ESBs. This is required information for receiving DERA grants. NCCETC
additionally connected CBC with Duke Energy’s pilot program, advises on the destruction of the
retired diesel buses, and will be providing “long-term ongoing technical support” to the CBC’s

101

https://www.wri.org/update/electric-school-bus-series-how-north-carolinas-eastern-band-cherokee-indians
-planning-seven
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https://www.wri.org/update/electric-school-bus-series-how-north-carolinas-eastern-band-cherokee-indians
-planning-seven
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transportation division.102 Holly Kays of the Smoky Mountain News reports that both state and
federal grants require the tribe to destroy its four diesel buses to receive the ESBs.

Once awarded, DEQ provided $402,000, the DERA grant provided $500,000, and Duke
Energy provided $860,000, totalling enough for five buses. A sixth bus will be purchased by the
tribe and CBC, providing $300,000 and $60,000 respectively. CBC plans to apply for funding for
14 more ESBs from the EPA’s Clean School Bus program, which would fully electrify its fleet.103

Said Cherokee Boys Club General Manager Greg Owle when first ESB arrived in March, “The
Cherokee Boys Club Incorporated is excited to enter a new threshold of environmental
technology that will reduce the carbon footprint in our beautiful mountains.”104 CBC already has
reported immediate fuel cost savings from its electric bus, reducing the typical $700-$900 per
month for diesel fuel to $400 per month for electric.105 In reality, only a few of the many LEAs
interested in ESBs will secure funding through competitive state and federal grants. The county,
which provides capital funding to schools, can be an important contributor to ESB purchases.

Scenario 3: Public-private finance for ESBs
Harrison’s third example of financing for ESBs is for the school district to source funds

through a public-private source. A district will list this as an infrastructure expense and finance it
through a combination of funds it would normally use for maintenance like HVAC and capital
projects. According to the American Society of Civil Engineers, this funding can draw from
property taxes (used in 77% of school districts), grants, bonds, non-property taxes or
public-private partnerships.106 In this public-private scenario, school districts look to sponsors to
support their purchase of an ESB. NCCEF can be an important partner to schools and
organizations looking to access clean energy products because of its ability to bring blended
finance options.

Additionally, schools may be limited in their ability to call on some of the funding listed
above, causing additional need for a public-private partnership for an ESB purchase. Michelle
Levinson writes for World Resources Institute's ESB research program that not all counties have
the same financial powers to take on debt. “Some districts are unaccustomed to employing
financing in the context of their transportation needs; other districts may have poor credit or lack

106 https://infrastructurereportcard.org/cat-item/schools-infrastructure/
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https://www.wri.org/update/electric-school-bus-series-how-north-carolinas-eastern-band-cherokee-indians
-planning-seven
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https://smokymountainnews.com/archives/item/33297-plugged-in-cherokee-receives-state-s-first-electric-
school-bus
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capacity to issue public bonds,” she writes. Such counties can be limited by cost-prohibitive
financial terms from private lenders or high interest rates offered.

One financial product NCCEF can develop to assist schools with ESB purchases is a
bridge loan. A bridge loan is a short-term loan that offers the borrower a way to purchase
something prior to receiving the funds to do it. In certain home finance arrangements, for
example, a new home buyer may take out a bridge loan from a bank to pay for a new house as
they wait for revenues from the sale of their old house.107 This arrangement also applies in
corporate finance situations where, for example, a company takes out a bridge loan to purchase a
new building for its headquarters at a currently attractive market price while it waits for proceeds
from issuing corporate bonds.108 Bridge loan financing often is less than one year in payback
length and because it is considered a riskier investment it often carries higher interest rates.

The New York Green Bank issues collateral backed bridge loan products to some of its
borrowers. This can be particularly helpful to developers who rely on utility incentives from
installing energy efficiency improvements to reimburse their installation costs, incentives which
are not realized until after the installation. The green bank explains that, without additional
capital, this scenario puts developers in a position where they “rely on cash flow and scarce
equity capital to bridge the receipt of expected incentive payments.”109 In response, it offers
qualifying borrowers bridge financing loans against the government and state utility incentives
the projects that will receive. This product supports the borrower with capital assets “necessary
to secure a low-priced senior-secured construction loan term” from local private lenders.110 The
loan product design NCCEF can offer is discussed below in the second model.

Case study: New Hanover, Green Power NC and the ‘Lease to Own’ program
The NHC school system (NHCS) worked with a solar energy company on a

public-private basis. As detailed by NHCS, the county installed a roof-mounted 250-panel, 110
kW AC solar photovoltaic array at Charles P. Murray Middle School. The NHCS LEA paid for
the system using the Duke Energy solar rebate program. Rebates from Duke accrued on NHCS’
electricity bill and financed the system.111 Under the rebate structure approved by the NCUC,
Duke Energy offers customers a tiered rebate system for residential, nonresidential, and
nonprofit customers for PV systems. Duke Energy's rebate for nonprofits, including public
schools, is $0.75 per Watt installed up to 100 kW AC. 112Additionally, Duke’s program allows the
customer to have a “solar leasing option,” where a separate private company can lease the

112

https://news.duke-energy.com/releases/duke-energy-proposes-62-million-solar-rebate-program-in-north-c
arolina

111 https://www.nhcs.net/divisions/operations/energy-conservation
110 Ibid. pg 35
109 NYGB Amended Annual Plan 2021-2022, pg 34
108 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/bridgeloan.asp
107 https://www.chase.com/personal/mortgage/education/financing-a-home/what-is-a-bridge-loan
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panels.113 Green Power NC (GPNC), the system provider and operator, used this rebate to offer a
system valued at $1.10 per Watt. GPNC offered NHCS an upfront installation cost of $1.00 per
Watt (or $100,000) through its non-profit pricing in a “Lease to Own.” Under the program, the
school made an upfront payment of $1/Watt installed. After year five, the school could either
purchase the PV system at a “fair market residual value” of $0.10/Watt or have GPNC remove it
from the school’s roof without a fee.114 The school used a grant from GPNC, Duke Energy’s
$75,000 rebate and school fundraising and donations for the remaining $25,000 ($0.25/Watt) to
install the array.115 At the end of 5 years, the school can pay down the remaining $10,000 to
purchase the system. Unlike with some popular leases, there was no penalty for the school
prepaying the remaining cost to own the system. The school celebrated the ultimately 110 kW
installation with an opening event on its grounds in October 2021. This example could be helpful
for NCCEF when consulting with counties on financing ESBs.

Murray Middle School 110 kW AC array, courtesy Andrew Gordon

The lease-to-own model employed by NHCS offers an example of a financing product that has
worked for NC schools and could be a template for product development at NCCEF.

115

https://www.wect.com/2021/10/13/murray-middle-school-addresses-climate-change-with-solar-panel-insta
llation/
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https://nccleantech.ncsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/New-Hanover-County-NC-Public-Schools-for-S
IYC-PV-Assessment-5.29.18-rev.pdf
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Part I

ESB Cash Flow Model
Introduction

The following model in this report combines valuations from several studies and this
researcher’s own modeling to identify revenues available to NCCEF should it develop one of
these products that support the purchase of electric school buses. These revenues are presented in
this model as a list of opportunities that range in availability from near to long-term. In the
near-term, revenue comes from savings generated through reduced total cost of ESB ownership
compared to a diesel school bus and through energy arbitrage against a school’s electric demand
charges. In the mid-term to long-term, additional value comes with innovations in regulatory
policy with respect to EV/ESB-supportive electric tariffs and from the operation of a
vehicle-to-grid (V2G) market in the form of an aggregated ESB fleet. North Carolina utilities
like Duke Energy have funded the ESB pilots described earlier in the report to assess the
potential use of V2G with ESBs for distributed energy resource management. This V2G market
of ESBs mirrors a virtual power plant (VPP) in that it would call on resources spread across a
geographic area that can concurrently dispatch power and provide additional grid services.

Model 1 Terms Glossary
Energy and Power: In physics, energy is the capacity to do work, characterized by the

unit joule (J). Power is the rate that energy
flows per unit of time, characterized by the unit
watt (W), representing joules per second. Igor
Bray, professor of physics at Curtin University
in Perth, Australia, provides the example of a
car moving from one point to another. All else
being equal, a car will require a specific amount
of energy to get from point A to point B. 116 A
powerful car will move from point A to B
faster, a function of the power its engine
supplies. Analogously, a watering bucket holds
the same amount of water (think energy)
regardless of how quickly it is filled. The rate at
which water enters the bucket, a trickle or a

116 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N7arlSaKYWA
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gush, is akin to power. In electrical terms, energy is measured in kilowatt hours (kWh) while
power is measured in kilowatts (kW). Aamodt et al. at the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory explain that the kW is like a car’s horsepower and the kWh is the size of the fuel
tank: 220 kW is 295 horsepower and 105 kWh is 2.8 gallons of diesel fuel. In this report, power
is denoted by kW, energy capacity by kWh, and energy density, or battery cells to energy
capacity, by kWh/kg.117

Demand Charges are fees charged by a utility in addition to its electricity base rate to
recover some of its costs of serving customer demand. These are usually charged one time a
month and appear as a separate item on a customer’s bill. The use of demand charges to recover
electric system costs is based on the utility practice of economic dispatch. This is an economic
approach where a utility or independent system operator (ISO) organizes electric generator assets
according to their marginal cost. The first generator called on to dispatch to the grid is the
cheapest to operate, while the last to be called on (the one that supplies peak energy, called a
“peaker plant”) is the most expensive.118,119

Setting rates for the revenue model
Due to limited available data on CP event frequency in 2021 for this report, this

researcher used Duke Energy’s information on its Flex Savings Option for residential customers
who wish to enroll. Built much like a CP for C&I customers, the Flex Savings Option has a
“critical peak” rate.120 Duke Energy alerts customers one day before calling this critical peak rate,
which it can do up to 20 times a year for three hours each. During these periods, Duke Energy
charges enrolled customers $0.35/kWh. As long as customers can reduce or shift their load, they
pay a lower electric rate during non-critical peak hours that is 10% less than the standard retail
rate. Applying this model for C&I customers, this report assumes that a school will face 20
coincident peak (CP) events in a year, lasting 2-3 hours each. The report also applies the CP rates
found by North Carolina State University in its energy storage study. These rates are discussed
below. This approach was supported by a utility rate design expert, who recommended using the
Flex Savings Options’ critical peak pricing as a baseline for finding the cost savings value of a
dispatchable ESB battery to a utility. Further, because Duke Energy reports that its critical peak
rate program is usually active during the hottest summer days and the coldest winter days, the
revenue model uses weather data under different scenarios to determine the availability of an
ESB to dispatch to the school as a behind-the-meter battery during a CP event.

Bus schedules and availability
North Carolina school buses follow morning and afternoon route schedules that were

optimized by the Transportation Information Service (TIMS). Developed by UNC Charlotte,

120 https://www.duke-energy.com/Home/Billing/Flex-Savings-Option?jur=NC01
119 https://pubs.naruc.org/pub.cfm?id=5378C352-2354-D714-518C-BD97831D7C0E
118 https://sustainablesolutions.duke-energy.com/resources/energy-demand-charges-explained/
117 https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy21osti/76932.pdf
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NCSU, and the NC Department of Transportation, the TIMS program takes data from bus
service areas and on-bus global positioning systems to optimize bus route efficiency and trip
time. This service makes the bus schedule more time and fuel efficient, shortening student ride
times.  TIMS data is used by North Carolina’s 115 Local Education Agencies (LEA),
administrative bodies organized by the Department of Public Instruction. LEAs use the results
from TIMS reports as a guide to set annual budgets for schools based on resources used.121

Additionally, the private company Synova offers a GPS tracking service called Here Comes the
Bus which uses GPS on equipped buses to send real-time bus location ahead of arrival to the bus

stop through a smartphone app to parents.

The 2018 TIMS report shares that for the 2017-2018
school year, the average ride time and distance for
students was 23 minutes and 4.31 miles and the earliest
departure time was 5:43 AM.122 Dividing annual total
mileage from all 13,365 buses in North Carolina across
180 days of the school year, the average total bus trip
distance per day is 74.81 miles and 37.405 per run.123 An
interview with a school transportation director yielded
the information that an afternoon run can be 50% longer
than a morning run. Thus it is assumed here that an
average morning run is 24.94 miles and an average
afternoon run is 49.87 miles.
School start times and the number of afternoon bus runs
vary across the state. Longer bus rides are more frequent
in western NC. Average rides in Macon County located
in mountainous territory, for example, average 81
minutes.124 High schools and middle schools begin
earlier than elementary schools. Additionally, 33% of
afternoon runs departing from schools make more than

one trip.125 To model their analysis of charging and discharging schedules of NC school buses,
Elliott and Kittner (2021) created “25 school bus driving patterns” using schedules from four NC
county school districts. Their analysis of a state-wide EV fleet assumes morning runs from 6:00
AM to 9:30 AM and afternoon runs from 2:00 PM to 5:30PM with run times between 15 and 50
minutes. This report uses those same times for determining when the bus is running and when
the bus is plugged in and available to dispatch its battery to the school or the grid.

125 http://www.ncbussafety.org/serviceindicatorreports/timsreport2018.pdf
124 https://ui.charlotte.edu/story/whose-nc-school-bus-ride-lasts-longest-hint-look-west
123 https://ui.charlotte.edu/story/whose-nc-school-bus-ride-lasts-longest-hint-look-west
122 http://www.ncbussafety.org/serviceindicatorreports/timsreport2018.pdf
121 http://www.ncbussafety.org/tims/History.html
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The Pitt County Schools Transportation Department, which is 12th in the state for
number of students transported, reports using 40% of its fleet of 218 school buses in runs for two
schools to increase efficiency. Like other schools, it also operates buses after the typical 180-day
school term for summer school and special programs, which it is permitted to do by its LEA see
Article 17, NC State Law.126,127 The use of buses for summer school and special programs
notwithstanding, many of the reported 14,104 operating school buses will be parked during the
summer.128

These relatively predictable schedules for operation create greater predictability to
utilities for battery energy storage resource availability. This characteristic is essential for
incorporating energy storage assets like ESBs into a utility’s distributed energy resource portfolio
and thereby giving them an appropriate monetary value.

Finally, while the proven success of TIMS in North Carolina is impressive, it is not
ubiquitous across the United States. Improving routing system efficiency for much of the country
is a continuous process that is sometimes complicated by district changes, noted in a Bloomberg
article. The article pointed out that when factors like increasingly popular but geographically
remote charter schools, individual student pick ups, and more dispersed student living locations
are introduced into a routing system, it can lengthen school bus routes. Additionally, strained
district transportation budgets can limit the options to students with additional fuel cost or limits
on buses. While ESBs will have to be sized appropriately to meet evolving route demands, the
potential fuel savings, sometimes as high as 82%, could be a significant revenue aid to
districts.129

Software
The primary model developed for this section of the report used the Department of

Energy’s building energy efficiency modeling software, eQuest. The free program allows users to
estimate a building’s performance based on different user-defined design parameters and
settings. Through a series of option windows, a user gradually creates a fictitious building;
selecting geographic location, adding in various electric loads, and then simulating the building’s
energy performance over a year. eQuest also includes real climate data based on the city selected
and contains a repository of various school designs and school schedules with multiple levels of
user-defined inputs, parameter setting, and building code options to choose from. After entering
this data, the software runs a simulation and produces both a graphic display of electric energy
load curve and hourly consumption values in a downloadable sheet. The eQuest output shows
electric consumption load over a 365-day, 8760 hour period.

The output from eQuest was then fed into an Excel sheet developed for this report for
interpretation. The Excel sheet has two sections. The first section displays months lengthwise
across the top of the sheet and the hours of each month listed from the top of the sheet downward

129 https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-05-31/the-yellow-school-bus-needs-a-green-makeover
128 http://www.ncbussafety.org/lovethebusnc/documents/LovetheBusFacts_ae.pdf
127 https://www4.ncleg.net/enactedlegislation/statutes/html/byarticle/chapter_115c/article_17.html
126 https://www.pitt.k12.nc.us/Page/4698
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in ascending order. January, for example, has 31 days and 744 hours, listed in rows. f model was
designed in two sections. The columns contain the day, whether the day is a weekend, the
electricity rate charged, the building’s electric load (titled ‘ELEC-METER’), the charge going
into the bus, the discharge from the bus to the building, the revenue from discharging, the cost to
discharge, and the associated profit. The classification of ‘weekend’ matters, because TOU
electric rates with peak hours are charged only during weekdays. The second section  The Excel
model is interactive for users. As such, on the left hand side of the page, users can change
electric tariffs, battery capacity, battery state of charge limits, and demand charges to get a
maximum estimate of revenue per month. The second section is the log of ESB operation. Here,
the Excel model displays the monthly peak demand from the school building listed in descending
order in kW. It also lists the time of day that the peak demand occurs, the amount of kW reduced
through dispatching the bus battery, and the cumulative income, among other outputs.

School electric consumption modeling
Constructing a simulation of building energy load in eQuest requires making inputs to its

“Schematic Design Wizard.” The design program has 53 pages of variable criteria. Some of the
considerations for the model included number of floors, type of school, number of students,
operating hours per year, climate zone, and fenestration. With technical assistance from Duke
University Utility Director Casey Collins and Professor Tim Johnson, we used the design wizard
to model three fictitious schools in Asheville, Greensboro and Wilmington.

Mr. Collins brought his professional capacity as an energy manager to assist developing
the model by suggesting appropriate design decisions for heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) that would match a typical North Carolina school building and result in a
more realistic load curve. One comment, for example, was adding an enthalpy type economizer
to the HVAC system. As shown in the charts below, HVAC equipment is responsible for most of
the electric load at the schools. Professor Johnson recommended varying locations and square
footage to demonstrate changes in HVAC loads based on different climates and school sizes.
Finally, school schedules have a significant impact on the amount of electricity consumed in the
year, with year-round schools in North Carolina consuming more electricity than their
similarly-sized traditional schedule peers. To examine the impact of varying school schedules on
potential for electric school bus battery use, I varied school schedules from 9-months to
year-round. This is explained in detail below.

Energy efficiency and relative power consumption
The energy efficiency rating and HVAC system chosen for the three buildings was

identical, at the most recent eQuest code vintage available. The LEED-NC (Appendix G) code
analysis, version 3.0, was selected. Originally I intended to vary the ages and equipment
efficiency of the school buildings, but I found that doing so would overcomplicate the modeling
criteria in eQuest. As a result, none of the buildings in eQuest were older than 1989 (the apparent
default setting in eQuest). By varying the locations for the three fictional schools I attempted to
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show differences in energy consumption with changes in climate. Wilmington, for example, is in
the “3A - Warm, Humid” ASHRAE 90.1 zone and has warmer summers requiring more cooling
and use of its HVAC equipment. Asheville (“4A - Mixed, Humid”) has milder summers and
initially was expected to have lower electricity demand than Greensboro. Finally, Greensboro,
which in 2021 was hotter than Asheville but cooler than Wilmington, was given a year-round
schedule to see the effects of school schedule on electric demand and use of an electric school
bus. It was hoped the resulting output would simulate a semi-realistic picture of three different
types of school buildings with different electric load profiles. All buildings were assumed to rely
on non-electric sources for space heating in the winters.

School size and schedules
An important decision for the school electric load was building size and occupancy. This

input was modulated to show the impacts of different sizes and schedules. The fictional
Wilmington High School, located in a hotter and humid environment, was modeled with the
most square feet, an occupancy of 1600 students, and a reduced summer school session. This was
done to show the largest electric load profile of the three schools. The Greensboro kindergarten
through 6th grade school, in a hotter climate than Asheville, was given 600 students and a
year-round schedule. The middle school in Asheville, while having a larger footprint than
Greensboro and 950 students, was given a traditional schedule with no use in the summer
session. Asheville was closed during the summer period. Recommended school sizing was drawn
from the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction’s Space Planning, which gave typical
space profiles for elementary, middle, and high schools.130

The North Carolina General Assembly requires schools operating on a standard part-year
schedule to start by or before August 26 and end no later than June 11. This report’s revenue
model tested three school schedule configurations: Greensboro (K-6) year-round, Asheville
(middle) 9-months without a summer session, Wilmington (high) with a reduced summer
session.

North Carolina schools with a traditional school calendar run for 180 days and have
variations in their summer use schedule. Asheville City Schools follow the 9-month schedule.
The first workday is on August 22 and the first day of classes is August 29. Annual leave and
holiday is from December 20 to January 2. The last day of classes is June 9 and the last workday

130 https://files.nc.gov/dpi/documents/schoolplanning/facility-design-guidelines.pdf
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is June 14.131 On the other hand, North Carolina schools with year-round schedules operate on a
sectional term basis, with 45 days of instruction followed by 15 days off.132 Most of these schools
have calendars with schedules that begin on July 1 and end on June 30. While they are operating
for over 300 days, the students at these schools attend according to different class groupings,
called “tracks,” each spanning 180 days over the year.

School schedules were taken from available information online from North Carolina
schools with year-round, traditional no summer session, and traditional summer session
schedules. There was some difficulty implementing the schedule below in eQuest. The program
did not allow for sufficient inputs to accommodate all types of school schedules, thus not all
months from the model contain accurate outputs of kWh consumed. The sources used for the
schedules are the Durham Public Schools 2022-2023 year-round calendar, Asheville City
Schools 2022-2023 traditional calendar, and Wilmington High School.133134135

Utility rates
Developing the eQuest model also required selecting an electricity tariff to find annual

expenditures on electricity at local utility rates. The electric rates for the three schools came from
Duke Energy at the time that the model was built in February 2022. Once entered into the
program, eQuest gave an annual electricity cost per school based on the utility rates. However, to
test Time-of-Use charge arbitrage, discussed below, on-peak and off-peak rates had to be

135 https://sites.google.com/wpsk12.com/whssummer2017/summer-school-for-hs
134 https://www.ashevillecityschools.net/domain/13
133 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EttFwysEgx92V4qccxh99rmU5iSOT0KL/view
132 https://www.ncforum.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/School-Calendar.pdf

131

https://www.ashevillecityschools.net/site/handlers/filedownload.ashx?moduleinstanceid=132&dataid=1488
2&FileName=ACS%20Calendar%202022-2023%20-%20Updated%204.4.22.pdf
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manually entered into the Excel model developed for this report. This was for two reasons. First,
there were issues using eQuest to incorporate both peak/off-peak rates as well as block rates in
the model, even though the Duke electric rates included both. Second, making the adjustments in
Excel provided the report with a faster way to test more rate scenarios, including rates from
electric cooperatives, rather than running eQuest reports of hourly charges multiple times. The
Excel report tested TOU rates of on-peak/off-peak of $0.13/0.08473 and $0.0592/0.04695, taken
from a cooperative and Duke Energy’s large and small consumer general service TOU rates.

eQuest Results
The charts below display the rates and demand charges input for eQuest and the resulting

annual electricity loads and costs assuming the following electric rates. The eQuest results for
consumption and utility charges show the increments in which schools paid for electricity based
on cumulative “blocks” of consumption. When the school exceeds one block, its rate changes to
the next block and so on. Demand charges were $0 for the first 30 kW of demand, then billed at
$4.017 per kW of demand at the peak demand for the month. They also show that while
Asheville is in a cooler environment than Greensboro and is not on a year-round schedule, the
Asheville middle school is a larger building with more students and consumes 50% more energy
than Greensboro. Color-coded bar charts of the electric consumption is included in this report’s
appendix, along with demand charge information.
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Rates discussion
The rates used above have since been updated by Duke in December 2022. The new

Duke rates for small general service and large general service, Time of Use, have a smaller
difference between on-peak/off-peak charges and demand charges vary by season. These new
rates are shown below. To conduct this report’s analysis of arbitrage using a Time of Use tariff
for on-peak and off-peak and to model the impact of demand charge and coincident peak charge
reduction, these new rates were tested and applied.

Duke Energy provides a SGS-TOU (small general schedule) rate for customers whose
monthly demand requirement is between 30 and 1000 kW and a LGS-TOU (large general
schedule) for customers whose demand requirement exceeds 1000 kW. All of the schools
modeled in this report consumed greater than 30 kW. Asheville and Greensboro had peak
demand below 1000 kW, while Wilmington exceeded 1000 kW.

Results discussion
As can be seen in the chart below, there is a basic relationship between total kWh

consumed per year and kW demand from the building. Larger buildings that consume more
electricity appear in this chart to have more kW demand as well. However, eQuest also produced
months of flat demand data. For example, in Greensboro the peak demand was flat in January at
169.118 kW for the first 13 hours modeled, and it was mostly flat in December, ranging from
169.118 kW repeating to 161.445 in the top 24 hours of kW demand. This suggested errors in the
modeling of school operations and activity. Similar confusing results occurred in Asheville,
which had still had high demand in July (372.461 kW) despite not having operations in that
month, and in December, which had demand repeating again at 169.118 and 161.445 for the first
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24 hours of operations. Additionally, at the Wilmington High School, electric demand in January
was 948 kW, peaked in September at 1548 kW, but then was unusually low at 53 kW in July. All
schools were assumed to use gas-fed boilers for heating, so the high electric demand results from
HVAC load in the winter months were surprising. Despite these issues, Wilmington had
consistently varying demand which allowed for more opportunities to conduct demand charge
arbitrage (discussed below).

Minimum kW Maximum kW Average kW Total kWh

Asheville 19 658 113 1,034,377

Greensboro 19 498 78 686,696

Wilmington 53 1548 261 2,282,393

These are fictitious school buildings and some outputs may have unrealistic values based on
input selection. Inputs to the model did not include details of various sources of electric load,
such as the kitchen operations. Overall, however, the outputs are similar to a study done by
NREL on a commercial reference school building for Batltimore, MD, which had “a minimum,
maximum, and average load of 96, 1189, and 367 kW respectively” and total annual
consumption of 3,218,300 kWh.136

To conclude, eQuest showed limitations in producing realistic data. Not all kW demand
data for each month matched expectations for load, and the program lacked input flexibility to
accommodate different types of school schedules. That said, the program produced electric load
curves and demand output that supported the research and modeling in this report. While not
always realistic, it helped give an hourly profile that could be fed into an Excel sheet for further
analysis.

ESB assumptions
Prior to discussing the results of this study, it’s important to note the type of ESB chosen

and the assumptions about charging and discharging. This report assumes that NCCEF supports
the purchase of a Thomas Built Saf-T-Liner® C2 Jouley®, which this paper assumes will cost
around $370,000 before adding the costs of infrastructure to support it. This assumption was
based on a review of the North Carolina VW Phase 2 allocations for its School Bus Program
awards, in which $368,864 appeared frequently for ESB purchases.137 The Jouley was also
chosen because it comes standard with Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) capability and it has been the
favored ESB by Duke Energy for its Electric School Bus pilot, for example in the EBCI school

137 https://deq.nc.gov/media/31707/download?attachment
136 https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy20osti/74187.pdf
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district.138 Using this bus as a model for purchases allows for easier discussion of future benefits
to the schools and utilities through V2G use cases. The charts below detail the bus characteristics
and warranty.

Source Daimler Truck Financial139

This report tests the ability of the electric school bus battery to provide cash flow under
four different scenarios: TOU arbitrage, demand charge reduction, coincident peak charge
reduction, and increased sales to the electric utility serving the ESB. Further, it explains
additional sources of revenue such as health benefits and reduced maintenance and repair costs.

Scenarios 1, 2 and 3 use the ESB battery to discharge power to the school for energy cost
savings or for payment from a potential demand response program from the utility. Scenario 4
represents the present value to the utility of additional electricity sold to the school to charge the
ESB at current electric rates. The parameters of the model represent the constraints and

139 https://thomasbuiltbuses.com/content/uploads/2021/09/brochure-c2_jouley_and_proterra-fall-2021.pdf

138

https://nccleantech.ncsu.edu/2022/02/17/eastern-band-of-cherokee-adding-four-all-electric-school-buses-t
hanks-to-us-epa-dera-grant-funds/
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assumptions made when attempting to maximize potential cash flow from the use scenarios 1-3.
These are represented in the chart below.

The model constraints include the total useable battery capacity, the time the bus must
leave for its afternoon route, the required capacity remaining to make the afternoon route, the
efficiency of the bus when driving in kWh to miles, the minimum state of charge allowed, the
available battery capacity for discharging, the limits to depth of discharge, and the preferred
average state of charge. Some of these factors were not modeled in this report due to complexity
of implementing in Excel and developing an optimization model in the time available and
because they were beyond the scope of establishing cash flow from ESBs. A full-scale model
using Python to show cash flow maximization could be an interesting follow on from this report.

This report made the following assumptions for this discharging model. First, it was
assumed the bus could depart on its afternoon route between 2pm and 4pm. This was done to test
the variation in revenue possible from different departure times. Second, the average afternoon
bus route was assumed to be x miles. This report applied the kWh/mile efficiency found by
Becker et. all of 1.58 kWh/mile. Applying this efficiency, the minimum battery capacity required
for the afternoon route was x. This amount could not be exceeded by bus battery discharging for
cash flow purposes. Third, the model allowed for the state of charge of the battery to not fall
below 30%. The maximum state of charge allowed for the battery was 90%. These parameters
allowed for reserve capacity in the battery at the bottom and top of charge, respectively, to avoid
accelerated degradation and preserve battery health. This meant that the maximum depth of
discharge was 60%. The Excel model uses a DOD of 50% and therefore allows using 113 kWh
of the available 226 kWh. In the demand charge reduction section of this report, the report makes
a case for occasionally using 60% of the battery capacity to capture all potential revenues. Round
trip efficiency, which means the percentage of power output the battery could return to the
charger from 100% initial power it received, was assumed to be 95%. That means that for every
28.25 kWh of energy that goes to charge the bus, the bus can dispatch 26.84 kWh back to the
charger. Finally, to preserve battery health, this report recommends that the operator of the ESB
maintain an average of 50% state of charge, as was recommended in the paper by Becker et. al.
A representation of the charging and discharging model for the ESB used in Excel, incorporating
the parameters above, is presented in the following tables.
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An example of maintaining healthy state of charge

Model Results

After importing the output from eQuest into a formatted Excel document, this report
tested various revenue opportunities with an ESB battery based on the available load data from
each of the three schools modeled. The following presents the technical review conducted by this
researcher into the various value streams and cost savings through the operation of an ESB.
Several potential revenue streams were explored for incorporation into a financial product in the
model 2 section below. These are: TOU arbitrage, Demand charge reduction, Total cost of
ownership savings, and potential V2G revenue. The motivation for including these different
sources of cash flow was to determine whether any of the possible sources of revenue with an
ESB, either alone or combined, could help both to defray the initial capital cost of the ESB and
serve as the basis of any kind of loan The Fund could provide.

Revenue Case 1 - TOU arbitrage

TOU arbitrage describes the process of consuming additional power for battery storage
when rates are low, and discharging that storage (either for self use or to sell to the grid) when
electricity rates are high. A school participating in a Time-Of-Use (TOU) rate program will pay
more for electricity at the times when overall grid demand is high, and receive a discounted rate
from the utility during the off-peak periods. The TOU electric rate is designed to promote
efficient use by participating customers by incentivizing them to shift their consumption to
off-peak periods as much as possible. To model TOU arbitrage, the report assumes the
discharging will follow a Vehicle-to-Building process. Under this setup, the ESB is connected to
a charger that can feed power from the bus battery to the school building.
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Duke Energy’s on-peak schedule is long compared to some of the cooperative utilities in
the state and clocks in at 12 hours. Its summer on-peak schedule lasts from June through
September and spans the hours of 10am-10pm. The winter on-peak lasts from October through
May and covers the hours of 6am-1pm and 4pm-9pm. While an ESB could respond to some of
these on-peak hours, it cannot dispatch energy to cover all hours in a 12-hour summer peak or
multi-hour winter peak.

By comparison, electric cooperatives in the North Carolina Electric Membership
Corporation (NCEMC) offer TOU pricing with shorter on-peak schedules for their small and
large-class commercial customers. Small commercial customers are those with power demands
ranging from 25 kW to 1,000 kW, and large commercial customers are those with monthly power
demand exceeding 1,000 kW at least once per year. Roanoke Electric Cooperative in Hertford
County, North Carolina, offers a “Time of Day” schedule for small and large class commercial
customers that is on-peak weekdays from 6am-9am October 16 through April 15 and 2pm-6pm
April 16 through October 15.  The chart below shows these different schedules.

A school with an ESB could capitalize on the difference between on-peak/off-peak prices
to reduce its electric bill. The Excel model developed for this report tested whether the bus could
charge off-peak in the early morning period and discharge for the four hours between 2pm to
6pm, assuming it was not in use driving. Also worth noting, not all Electric Cooperatives (EC)
have the same on-peak timing. While Roanoke EC has the hours detailed above, Wake EC’s
winter peak is one hour longer than Roanoke’s (3:00-8:00 pm). Further, Wake’s winter on-peak
period ends on April 30 and its summer on-peak period begins on May 1.

Results
Comparing the TOU rates for Duke with Roanoke approximates the use cases for schools

in a Duke or EMC service territory. If the ESB is in Duke Energy territory, it has the benefit of
more on-peak hours to discharge to the school that do not interfere with its morning and
afternoon routes. However, a 12-hour-long on-peak period carries the risk that the ESB will need
to recharge before an afternoon run during an on-peak period, eliminating savings. If the bus is in
an EMC territory, it will have a shorter on-peak period in which to discharge. There is less
opportunity to capture savings through TOU arbitrage and many of these on-peak periods would
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overlap with the morning or afternoon bus runs. The advantage, however, is that the bus can
recharge before its afternoon run at an off-peak rate and can capture one or two hours of on-peak
rates to perform VTB (Vehicle-to-Building) energy arbitrage.

As mentioned, the on-peak hours for both Duke and Roanoke in the table above overlap
with the times when the school bus is expected to be driving. Assuming the bus returns to school
at 8am, departs at 3pm, and returns at 5pm, only a few opportunities remain for TOU arbitrage.
The hours when the ESB could perform VTB are: 5pm-9pm, 10am-3pm, 8am-9am or 5pm-6pm.
Any VTB operations would have to set constraints on the maximum capacity for discharge
before the afternoon bus run.

To develop a cash flow model from TOU arbitrage, this report tested TOU arbitrage using
the SGS-TOU rate for Duke and the F-TOD rate for Roanoke EC. Note that the Roanoke rate has
a wider delta in rate difference than Duke Energy, but the winter peak is only three hours long.
The on-peak rates for Duke and Roanoke were 7.50 ¢/kWh and 5.71¢ /kWh, and the off-peak
rates were 5.0 ¢/kWh and 4.5 ¢/kWh respectively. The VTB dispatch for TOU arbitrage was
modeled in Excel to take place from 2pm-6pm. Finally, TOU arbitrage was conducted during
on-peak periods in July and December, months in the school year when the ESB could be driving
less or not at all and thus be available for more TOU arbitrage. The model had the following
output:

As stated, the results in the table are based on the assumption that the ESB is available to
dispatch power to the school building at all on-peak periods during the weekdays of July and
December. While this assumption is not necessarily reasonable, the output shows the maximum
possible electricity savings per month from using an ESB for TOU arbitrage. Considering that
the highest on-peak/off-peak rate difference was chosen, forgoing Duke TOU rates, this result is
meant to serve as a reference for the maximum possible cash flow from TOU arbitrage.

The results show that TOU could be a source of cash flow but in limited circumstances.
For it to work at all, two conditions must be met. First, the school’s TOU rate should have a
difference between on-peak and off-peak pricing of at least 2.5 cents. Savings less than $50
/month may not justify the continuous charging and discharging. Second, the school has an
interrupted period to discharge 113 kW from the battery every weekday for at least half of a
month. Practically, this is only likely to happen during the summer vacation. Finally, charging
and discharging from the battery every weekday will increase gross discharge by as much as
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2,486 kWh per month, assuming 22 weekdays X 113 kWh per day of discharge. If the battery has
a gross discharge limit on the warranty coverage, performing TOU arbitrage may add wear to the
battery. In addition to Duke Energy’s small difference in on-peak/off-peak rates, the increased
amount of cumulative gross discharge on the battery and associated battery depreciation suggest
that TOU energy arbitrage based on on- and off-peak rates is not an economic choice to generate
cash flow for school districts.

In reality, the school’s calendar, type of instruction (180 or 302-day school year), and
driving schedules will reduce the number of hours an ESB can participate in TOU arbitrage.
Further, the ESB performance in summer and winter will differ because the winter TOU period is
one hour shorter than the summer period for both electric cooperatives. As a result, the bus will
dispatch more power per hour in the winter and less power per hour in the summer. The varying
rate of energy dispatch per hour may have additional impacts on battery health which are not
considered here. However, when adjusted for days in the month, the net savings impact is the
same when looking strictly at TOU arbitrage. Energy savings, while present, vary based on rate
difference and are not a significant reduction in a school’s energy bill.

Finally, in December 2022, Duke Energy released new electric rate tariffs for commercial
consumers on a small and large TOU plan. These rates apply to the three schools in this analysis.
This new tariff decreases the difference between on-peak and on-peak. Rates are now 5.192¢
off-peak and 6.109¢ on-peak for Asheville and Greensboro and 4.795 / 5.304¢ for Wilmington.
In addition to increasing the amount of cumulative gross discharge on the battery and increasing
the rate of battery depreciation, these new rates suggest that TOU energy arbitrage based on on-
and off-peak rates would not be an economic choice for the school districts.

Revenue Case 2 - School peak shaving

This type of VTB demand response was evaluated in 2018 by the Vermont Energy
Investment Corporation (VEIC) for the Massachusetts Department of Energy Resources. The
study conducted a real ESB pilot in three school districts in the state to determine the operational
effectiveness of an ESB for reducing fuel expenses and GHG emissions. Additionally, VEIC
found another opportunity to use the electric buses: demand charge cost savings through
dispatching energy from the ESB battery to the school during peak demand hours. While they
did not test ESB capability to reduce demand charges, researchers estimated that the ESB could
provide 3-19 kW/month in power demand reductions with cost savings ranging from $80 to $450
per month. However, they also warned that the indicated savings were not “substantial enough to
merit investment in the required software” and further that such a system would need to be both
well orchestrated and closely managed by fleet operators.140

The model developed for this report records the monthly hours and size of peak power
demand requirement at the three fictitious NC schools to determine when the ESB would need to

140 VEIC, Electric School Bus Pilot Evaluation, page 39
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be available to discharge its battery. The report uses the hourly school energy consumption over
one year generated by the eQuest program. Its model is deterministic because all peak demand
levels are known. In practice, a fleet management company would likely implement a stochastic
demand charge software that incorporated the unpredictability of demand using historical
consumption levels and predicted future demand to set a maximum power demand level. This is
similar to the process of predicting wind speeds for wind energy generation before building a
wind farm. eQuest does not offer sensitivity analysis for peak power demand, so this demand
charge model treats power demand as if the peaks were predicted correctly beforehand. The chart
showing the performance of the ESB in reducing demand charges is included in the appendix.

The Excel model developed for the TOU arbitrage case above was also used for modeling
school demand charges. This demand charge model draws from the same eQuest electric load
data as the TOU arbitrage,141 and examines the monthly demand charge paid by the school to its
utility based on the school building’s peak 15-minute demand in a month. (The other demand
charge, the coincident peak (CP) charge, is examined in Case 3). To develop a demand charge
reduction model, this report used the hourly electric load per month for the three schools to
identify the 10 highest periods of energy demand for the month.142 The output of hourly peak kW
demand report from eQuest was entered into Excel to approximate hourly school demand, and
this was ranked using Excel’s “Large” sort function.143

The months of June, July and November were selected to demonstrate the ESB’s ability
to reduce peak demand at the three schools through VTB dispatch. June and July were chosen to
simulate summer demand reduction because these months often overlap with summer vacation
on the traditional 180-day school calendar. November was selected to demonstrate winter
demand reduction because the eQuest output for December had data irregularities. While
Wilmington High School appeared normal for December, the power demand curve for the
Asheville and Greensboro schools was unexpectedly low and flat.

Model parameters
Similar to the process used for Case 1 TOU arbitrage, the Case 2 model operates on the

assumption that the available energy of the Thomas Built Jouley (Jouley) ESB battery is 113
kWh (50% of total battery capacity). Maximum allowable dispatch per hour was 26.84 kW.144

The premise of the demand charge reduction model is that the ESB can provide the school with a
kW reduction of a quarter of the ESB’s battery capacity. As mentioned previously, the utility
providing the school with electricity charges a monthly “demand charge” based on the school’s
peak power (in kW) consumed for that month. The ESB delivers cost savings to the school by
reducing the school’s demand fee, in this case by up to 26.84 kWh each month. This amount
represents 25% of the allowable ESB’s battery dispatch of 113 kWh, minus a 5% reduction in

144 This accounts for a 5% round trip efficiency reduction.
143 These reports are included in the appendix.

142 Normally, peak demand periods are identified in 15-minute intervals, but eQuest does not offer this
level of granularity.

141 The demand model can be found in the same Excel sheet at the bottom under “ESB Operation Log.”
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round trip efficiency. In reality, demand charge reduction usually works out such that the first
few hours require the greatest power dispatch from the battery to achieve a 26 kW reduction,
while the next highest ranked hours require less power dispatch from the battery to maintain that
level of dispatch. This process is repeated daily until the school achieves a reduction of all 26.84
kWh. Multiplied by the demand charge of $11.32/kW (the winter demand charge for Duke
Energy customers), total savings/month are 26.84 X $11.32, or $303.83. The model output is
depicted in the chart below.

Two assumptions were included in the model. First, while maximum ESB battery
dispatch per hour was held at 26.84 kW, this model discovered that allowing the battery to
perform a 60% depth of discharge (135.6 kWh) would in some cases enable it to achieve demand
charge reduction of 26.84 kW without requiring additional hours of dispatch. This is important,
because an optimized VTB model seeks to minimize the number of hours of dispatch to achieve
demand charge savings.

Second, in the process of modeling demand charge reduction, this report found that
maximum hourly discharge was best limited to 25% of capacity (4 hours) or less of total
allowable dispatch. This is because if the ESB were used to dispatch 33% (or total capacity
divided by 3 hours), it would increase the reduction level that the charging manager sought to
achieve and potentially require more hours of dispatch. In other words, instead of achieving a
26.84 kW reduction (roughly 4 hours of battery capacity), the new reduction target would now be
35.43 kW reduction. While in an ideal scenario an ESB could achieve this, the eQuest load
output showed that increasing dispatch led to deeper dispatching requirements of the battery over
more hours.  This is depicted in the comparison outputs below. Note scenario 2, where the ESB
dispatches over 35 kW but must do so over more hours to realize all possible savings.
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Discussion
To effectively manage demand charges, the company managing the charging and

discharging of the school’s ESB, sometimes called a “Curtailment Service Provider” or CSP,
needs to understand the school’s load curve very well to accurately guess the school’s peak
demand level. The CSP then sets a level of kW demand that the ESB will make sure the school
does not exceed. This level is the maximum kW demand allowed for the month. This depends on
the ESB being plugged into a charger and dispatching energy to a lower kW demand during the
peak periods.

A 2017 study by NREL showed significant variation in demand charge pricing across the
country, including within states across local municipalities.145 In the cities analyzed by the North
Carolina State University in the study, “Energy Storage Options for North Carolina”, demand

145 https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy17osti/68963.pdf
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charges ranged from $2.00 to $15.61 per kW.146 The size of the demand charge directly impacts
the potential energy savings an ESB can provide a school. To realize savings, the ESB must be
available for VTB to dispatch power continuously every time a school reaches its maximum
electricity usage for the month and it must be managed by a CSP.

Not surprisingly, school bus schedules directly impact revenue opportunities from an
ESB providing demand charge management. Schedule constraints often make or break the
difference between a feasible reduction in demand charges or a missed opportunity for the
month. In the UNC paper by Elliott and Kittner on the V2G capacity of an ESB fleet, the authors
found that NC school buses operate from 6:00-9:30 am and 2:00-5:30 pm from their analysis of
four school districts in the state.147 This operation schedule coincides with most of the peak
demand hours observed from the eQuest program’s simulation of school electric load. In other
words, across most of the months for the three schools, opportunities for demand charge
reduction often overlapped with times when ESBs would be on a run. The 3pm demand peak
was the most frequent obstacle to feasibly reducing all demand charges and was observed across
all the schools under analysis. The only school month in which an ESB hypothetically could be
parked and connected to a charger was at the Asheville middle school in July, which was
modeled to operate for 180 days with no summer session. That said, even if the ESB is not able
to achieve a full 26 kW reduction in energy demand due to bus schedule constraints, it can still
realize significant savings as shown in the results below.

Optimal demand charge management occurs when a building experiences wide variation
in energy demand over a month. If the school has a highly variable demand curve, a CSP can set
a peak demand level, reach it and curtail load over only a few hours of dispatch. Conversely, a
school with a predictable, flatter demand curve requires frequent dispatching over multiple hours
to achieve a reduction in demand charges. Optimal demand is illustrated in the example graphs
below.

147 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2352550921003419
146 https://go.ncsu.edu/energy_storage
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The graph above left depicts an example of a load curve during the day of the month where
demand peaks at 651 kW, 630 kW, 627 kW, and 620 kW in 15-minute intervals. In the example
above, an ESB set to manage all demand above 625 kW by dispatching up to 26.83 kW per 15
minutes can reduce demand charges for all three of these periods. By doing so, the ESB has
reduced the original peak from 651 kW to a new peak, 625 kW. This has required the ESB to
dispatch 33 kW over 45 minutes, requiring 8.25 kW of energy from its battery. Realized savings
to the school are 26 kW. If the demand charge is $11.32/kW, as in the current (2022) Duke
Energy winter peak rate, the school can save $294.32.

An example of suboptimal load can occur when demand is flatter with less fluctuation in
peaks. This requires the ESB to reduce demand over more peaks to realize the same savings, and
requires the battery to dispatch more energy. This flat demand was observed from the eQuest
model’s output in July for Greensboro and Wilmington. In the year-round Greensboro school,
demand in July declined gradually. Across seven hours modeled, kW demand fell from 494.28
kW to 483.26 kW. Further, some of these peaks fell on the same day in consecutive hours (e.g.,
2-4pm on July 15 and 1-3pm on July 7). This situation creates two issues for the CSP manager of
an ESB: first, the manager must be able to use the ESB to dispatch a lot of power per hour
(15.8-26.8 kW) without hitting limits on battery capacity. Second, the battery must be available
to dispatch over multiple hours across the month to fully realize savings. It is likely that eQuest
had issues with modeling kW load from HVAC when the school either was closed or relying on
gas heating.

Results
The analysis sought to find if the ESB could realize cost savings to the school under

different scenarios of demand management and a departure at 4pm. The first analysis performed
tested whether to limit battery depth of discharge (DOD) to 50% for demand charge management
or increase it to 60%. The cells highlighted in green indicate that the ESB could realize
additional reductions to demand charges by allowing the DOD to rise from 50% to 60%. This
DOD figure includes battery demand from VTB and the demand from the afternoon route,
expressed as long run, average run, and short run. Applying an efficiency of 1.58 kWh/mile, a
long run was defined as 51 miles (80.58 kWh), an average run was 35.5 miles (56.09), and a
short run was 17 miles (26.86 kWh).
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In all cases, the analysis found that increasing DOD enabled the school to capture more
savings from demand charge management using the ESB battery and still run the PM schedule.
This ability of the ESB to reduce demand charges and make an afternoon run is shown by the
green cell outputs in the charts below, where green means additional opportunity for afternoon
run + demand charge management. This is summarized in the sensitivity table.

The report found that by increasing DOD from 50% to 60%, a school could realize a 33%
increase in opportunities for VTB demand charge reduction. This suggests NCCEF should
recommend that schools use more of their ESB battery capacity for VTB demand management
events to maximize savings cash flow to put toward financing the ESB.148

148 An analysis of the impacts of this recommendation to battery life is discussed here as well.
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The second important finding was the total savings revenue for the school from demand charge
management. Assuming the eQuest electric load output is a realistic approximation of actual
school electric load curves, the report found that all schools could realize significant annual
savings if they dispatched their ESB at 4pm. Only Asheville and Wilmington yielded significant
annual savings if afternoon dispatch occurred at 3pm. Finally, only Wilmington, which also had
the highest demand charges of the three schools, realized significant revenue if it dispatched the
ESB at 2pm. Two explanations account for why the Greensboro year-round school performed
worse than the other two schools. First, Greensboro frequently experienced peak load each
month from 3-4pm. If the ESB must leave at 3pm, the school misses an opportunity to maximize
savings from dispatching during this period. Second, Greensboro had 7 months with either flat or
gradually falling demand peaks, whereas Asheville and Wilmington had only a few months
where this occurred. A possible explanation is how eQuest interpreted Greensboro's year-round
schedule, but this is unclear.

There were two important findings from this analysis of demand charge management.
First, while it is important for an ESB charging manager to attempt to use the available ESB
battery capacity to reduce demand charges across all peak hours, significant savings can be
realized even if the manager has to forgo some opportunities in a month. Asheville and
Wilmington showed cumulative significant savings if the ESB departed at 3pm. Second, the
results from this study suggest that schools would benefit if they were to shift their end of class
times to later in the day, when eQuest shows school electricity demand peaking. A 4pm
departure would produce over $2,300 in annual savings that could be available for cash flow. It
would also decrease demands on parents to be home in time to meet their children. In addition to
supporting financing of an ESB, these savings could support after school programs that kept
students in school longer. Alternatively, schools could also push back starting and ending times.
This would have the added benefit of allowing schools to use ESBs for meeting morning demand
peaks when  the buses would normally be on the road.

The model provided several insights for the report. First, an ESB is able to reduce
demand charges most effectively when peak school demand displays high variability. Larger
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gaps between peak levels of power demand across a school day reduce the number of hours an
ESB must be connected and dispatching power to the school building. Second, increased data
granularity with a 15-minute demand interval instead of one hour always provides a better
picture of how many kWhs from the ESB’s battery capacity must be dispatched to meet a level
of peak demand. The results from this model (included in the appendix) show an ESB
responding to peak demand lasting 15-minutes, 30-minutes, and one hour. The results show that
an ESB can respond to demand charges without significantly depleting its capacity if the demand
events are short. As a case in point, Kittner and Elliott’s review of bus routes set the longest
single to cover 51 miles. Applying a kWh/mi efficiency of 1.58 kWh, this route would require
80.58 kWh of battery capacity to drive. In the eQuest model for the Asheville school in June,
June 9th recorded 66.9 kW required from the battery of demand response across hours from
12pm to 3pm. If those dispatch events were 1 hour long, they would reduce the 113kWh of
capactiy, a 50% SOC, to only 46.1 kWh remaining. This would not be enough to cover the 81
kWh required to operate the afternoon route. This report also modeled shorter-lasting demand
response periods lasting 15 and 30 minutes. If demand response fell to these dispatch periods, it
would lower the kWh required from the battery to 33.467 kWh and 16.733 kWh respectively.
This would leave 79.5 to 96.3 kWh available for the afternoon route, which once run would limit
battery discharge to just over 50% DOD. Thus, more granular data on the duration of demand
response events is essential for determining the feasibility of using an ESB to perform
mid-afternoon demand response between runs.  Third, the school bus schedule modeled by
Kittner and Elliot limit the ESB discharging opportunity to cover 9:30 to 2pm, yet demand peaks
appeared at 2-3pm in the first three hours of demand response for every school modeled by
eQuest in summer and winter seasons. While unlikely, a school that could delay its afternoon run
to depart at 4 pm would be able to capture almost every demand response event modeled in
eQuest. It is probable that the eQuest model of demand is inaccurate due to missing load inputs
that resulted in showing demand peaking in late afternoon. Kitchen cafeteria electric loads for
serving lunch, for example, could reasonably shift peak demand to occur at 12pm. This would be
within the ESB’s capacity to respond.

Finally, it is likely that the net present value of demand charge savings would be much
higher than modeled. Roanoke Electric Cooperative demonstrated this in a pilot using a Nissan
Leaf. Their pilot dispatched 12.35 kW from the Nissan and realized demand charge savings of
$234.65 in two months of operation. It estimated annual savings of $1,407.90, enough to pay
down much of the cost of leasing the vehicle. Their electric vehicle charging operator, Fermata
Energy, noted that the system demand charge was small and that more variation in the demand
peak levels could have enabled even more savings.149 Cooperative utilities like Roanoke Electric

149

https://www.advancedenergy.org/2021/10/05/roanoke-electric-cooperative-fermata-energy-show-promise-
of-vehicle-to-x-technology/
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recognize the value of EVs and offer an EV Pilot Program to its cooperative members with a
$5,000 rebate to 17 qualifying customers through a foundation grant.150

Finally, to make an estimate of the added degradation that demand charge management
would cause to the ESB battery, this report looked at gross kWh discharged to reduce demand
peaks and literature on safe DOD operation. Both appear to support the claim that using the ESB
for demand charge management will not pose a significant risk to accelerated battery
degradation. The table below shows the total amount of kWh discharged annually to perform
demand charge reductions.

The table shows that in each school the ESB has been able to achieve over $2,300 savings with a
maximum discharge of 1,257 kWh and a minimum of 533 kWh. Further, DOD in each event was
limited to 60% and maximum discharge per hour was limited to 26.83 kWh. This analysis
suggests that demand charge reduction operation will not produce significant stress on the battery
or impact the warranty, which provides for 200,000 kWh of gross discharge over 8 years.

The second analysis was on available research regarding the impacts of VTB operation
on lithium ion health. In their paper for NREL, Becker et. al concluded that normal bus operation
plus VTB discharge, or “using EV batteries to help reduce building peak load and perform
energy arbitrage”, while maintaining an average state of charge of 53%, left the ESB battery with
80% or higher after 10 years. They caution against higher DOD, for example discharging 85% of
capacity, which can increase degradation over normal.151 Maintaining an average SOC of 50%
and allowing for occasional DOD to 60%, without significant rapid discharging that would heat
the battery, is likely to preserve battery health over the 8 year standard warranty provided by
Thomas Buses and possibly through the 12 year extended warranty.

Revenue Case 3 - Demand Side Management

Case 3 examines the opportunity for cash flow to the school from using the ESB to
respond to coincident peak (CP) events, a different type of demand charge from the one
described above. A coincident peak is a fee charged to commercial and industrial customers only
in North Carolina for their average power demand over the hour coinciding with the hour when
the utility provider is meeting the largest monthly grid load. Like consumer demand charges, CP
charges occur once a month, 12 times a year. According to NCSU, the utility calculates the

151 https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy20osti/74187.pdf

150

https://www.roanokeelectric.com/2021/09/co-ops-electric-vehicle-pilot-program-offers-new-5000-incentive
-to-prospective-ev-owners/
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customer’s CP charge by finding the customer’s average demand during the coincident peak
hour. CP rates are charged on a $/kW basis and vary across the state.  NCSU notes that while
retail customers do not pay these rates, municipal and cooperative utilities who hold wholesale
contracts with providers like Duke Energy must pay the provider a CP rate for the power they
purchase.152

The NCSU review of rates in North Carolina found that CP rates vary from $17.00 to
$23.39/kW per month. The report also notes that CP rates are both forecasted by utilities so that
they can prepare to use their own generation assets and curtail electric load through demand
response programs. Like the Curtailment Service Provider described above with demand charges,
NCSU notes that there are companies that provide “a CP prediction service,” which tells their
clients when to expect a CP event and prepare to reduce load. Further, the report notes that the
required duration for dispatch is short and a storage system may only be called on to “produce
output for 2-4 hours on possible CP days each month to yield a financial benefit.”153

According to NCSU, one of the resources that a wholesale buyer, such as a cooperative,
uses to reduce exposure to CP pricing is standby generators for peak shedding. Electricities, the
North Carolina corporation of municipal utilities, reported saving $60.8 million in 2018 through
demand side management equipment.154 There is thus a significant opportunity for retail
customers with storage equipment capable of demand side management (DSM) services to
utilities. NCSU writes that energy storage is “ideal for DSM applications” based on the few
hours (<200) during which they would need to dispatch energy for CP over the course of the
year. Duke Energy offers a “Demand Response Automation” rider from 2020 to non-residential
customers who can curtail 50 kW of load. Under this rider (DRA-9), the customer can allow the
utility to curtail load from select equipment or manually curtail load during summer peak
periods. Under Duke’s rider, the curtailment event can last no longer than 8 hours and cannot
exceed 10 events per year. Total compensation is $4.25/kW for having equipment available and
$6/kW for the number of demand reductions in a month. Finally, Duke offers a year one program
incentive of $50/kW for agreeing to a 5 year DSM contract.155

Generally speaking, demand charges are significant costs to C&I customers and to the
wholesale utilities who supply them with electricity. Duke Energy reports demand charges can
exceed one third of C&I customers monthly electric bills.156 Supplying peak demand is often
costly to utilities because they must call on more expensive generators to supply the final kWh of
energy, a practice of ordering generators from least to greatest cost called “economic dispatch.”

156 https://sustainablesolutions.duke-energy.com/resources/energy-demand-charges-explained/

155

https://desitecore10prod-cd.azureedge.net/-/media/pdfs/rates/gp2ncriderdradep.pdf?rev=a87d3dba68f64
0d4ae35c5865b7c1d0c

154 Ibid, page 37
153 Ibid, page 37
152 https://energy.ncsu.edu/storage/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/02/NC-Storage-Study-FINAL.pdf
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A demand charge is thus one way for utilities to recover the cost of serving peak grid load and
the transmission infrastructure to carry it.157

Information on the frequency of coincident peak demand charges in North Carolina was
difficult to track down. The data is not made available by Duke Energy or reported by
cooperatives or curtailment service providers. It was however important to model CP events and
estimate when they would occur to determine whether an ESB could provide an economic
response to them. The reasoning behind this was that if an ESB could serve as a dispatchable
energy storage device for a utility, the school could be remunerated for providing this service
similar to Duke Energy’s Demand Response Automation rider. The report thus made the
assumption that CP events would coincide with the hottest and coldest days across the year, both
requiring the greatest energy loads for heating and cooling.

Weather
To determine CP events, this report used weather data of monthly summer high and

winter low temperatures from 2021. This was done based on the assumption that CP events occur
during temperature extremes. Further, that assumption is supported by research by Elliott and
Kittner, who write that for 2014, 2015 and 2018, the coldest temperatures of the year coincided
with the highest electricity demand hours, “implicating temperature as the cause of peak hours
those years.”158

Weather data was collected for the model from the company Weather Underground for
Asheville, Greensboro and Wilmington. Timing was also important; summer peak demand for air
conditioning often occurs in the afternoon, whereas winter peak demand for heating often occurs
in the morning.  To determine the timing of CP events, this report collected high temperatures
during Duke Energy’s summer on-peak period and low temperatures during its winter peak
period. Monthly highs were recorded for May through September and monthly lows were
recorded from October through April. Wilmington had the highest summer temperatures; all five
cooling months registered above 90°F with multiple repeat record highs. Asheville had the
coldest winter temperatures. All seven of its winter months registered low to mid 20s°F.159

Results

159   https://www.wunderground.com/history/monthly/us/nc/wilmington/KILM/date/2021-12
158 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2352550921003419 pg 322

157

https://www.nyserda.ny.gov/All-Programs/Energy-Storage-Program/Energy-Storage-for-Your-Business/Un
derstanding-Demand-Charges
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In their paper, Elliott and Kittner found that “7 of the top ten electricity demand hours” of
2018 fell on the days of January 2, 5 and 7. Of these, only January 2 was a non-school day.
Further, 20%, or 26 of 130 of the highest demand hours of the year occurred during morning bus
runs.160 Applying a conservative estimate to ESB availability for meeting CP events, this report
assumes that an ESB would be available to respond to at least three CP events in a year. These
could fall on January 2, July 17 and December 20. A time-series graph of electric load from 2018
presented below was featured in the report by Elloitt and Kittner. The peaks in this graph
represent peak loads across 8,760 hours of the year.

This report also assumes that an electric utility would be willing to pay the school for the
DSM services provided by a single or fleet of ESBs. This assumption is based on the content of a
newsletter from the Brunswick Electric Membership Cooperative in May 2021. In a publication
titled “Working together to cut peak demand benefits us all.” Brunswick EC wrote, “If each of
BEMC’s 98,000 members turned off just one 60-watt light bulb during the peak hour, savings
could potentially reach almost $100,000 each month.” Applying back-of-the-envelope math to
this statement, that many members using that many light bulbs would equate to hourly demand
of 5,880 kWh. If that many kWhs is worth $100,000 to BEMC, it seems reasonable to assume
that the cooperative pays a CP rate of $17/kW.

This report was interested in the present value of an ESB that could provide 60 kW worth
of DSM via a DC fast charger three times in a year to a cooperative like BEMC. The report also
assumes that the school will have a 60 kW DCFC. Multiplying 60 kW by $17 equals $1,020 in
CP charges. Provided three times a year, that value is $3,060. This report assumes that the utility
would be willing to pay the school 85% of the value of these savings, $2,601, for this demand
side management service. By year 8, the end of the standard battery warranty, the present value
of the $3,060 in yearly savings with a 4.25% discount factor is close, although slightly less, than
these total annual payments made. It is further assumed that the school would gradually increase

160 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2352550921003419
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the number of DSM performances to greater than three with adjustments to school schedules and
ESB use.

Finally, it is important to address the question of battery degradation with respect to
demand response operations. The DSM model described above would require the ESB to
dispatch a total of 180 kW over the year. Alone, this is not significant. However, the rapid
dispatch of 60 kW from the ESB through the DCFC could heat the battery and add wear. Becker
et. al described the importance of maintaining a steady thermal condition for the battery. Becker
writes that 10 years of thermal conditions at an ambient temperature of 36°C will degrade a li-ion
battery’s SOC to 50%, however a steady state of 0°C will slow decay significantly.161 Rapid
discharging of the battery in hour periods for CP response could cause more heating than the
26.83 kW discharge modeled in Case 2. If true, additional cooling support for the battery would
need to be provided. This is another suggested area for further research.

Revenue Case 4 - TCO model
This TCO section was explored to determine if present lifetime savings from ESB

ownership could exceed its purchase costs. The report discovered conflicting information on the
size of annual repair and maintenance savings to the school.

The California Energy Commission found maintenance costs per mile between a diesel
and an electric bus to be within $0.20 per mile. Maintenance per mile was $0.88 for diesel and
$0.71 for electric in 2018 dollars.162 NREL compared battery and diesel transit buses and found
the difference to be $0.64 and $0.88 respectively.163 It stated that at a cost of $0.88 per mile for
diesel, electric buses are a sound investment for foregone maintenance costs.

Initially similar operational and repair costs might be expected in the first few years of
ESB ownership as the school bus transportation department staff learn the new equipment and as
drivers learn more efficient ways of driving the vehicles. Another area of concern is the cost to
replace the ESB battery. Replacement batteries are also expected to cost more than diesel engine
replacements. Whereas a type C 5.2 liter diesel bus engine by Cummins™ costs roughly $10,000
to replace,164 WRI found that a new type C electric battery costs around $23,871 and, based on
calculations by the California Energy Commission, may still cost $120/kWh by 2030. In a
conversation with WRI staff, the group shared their expectation that battery replacements for a
type C bus would cost around $18,882 by 2034. This is $8,882 more than the diesel bus engine.
However, exact pricing of a replacement lithium-ion battery should be considered yet unknown
pending improvements in efficiency, recycling, and battery manufacturing in the United States.
Some of these are likely to occur thanks to federal IRA investments in battery development.

On the other hand, WRI has stated it expects total lifetime operation and repair cost
savings for diesel and electric to be very close due to “significant savings on operational

164 https://justdownsize.com/how-much-does-a-bus-engine-cost/
163 https://afdc.energy.gov/files/u/publication/financial_analysis_be_transit_buses.pdf
162 https://www.energy.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/Cost-Effectiveness_ada.pdf
161 https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy20osti/74187.pdf
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expenses.” They estimate total annual savings for fuel and maintenance per school bus to range
from $4,000 to $11,000. This report has incorporated that estimate in quantifying annual
maintenance, repair and parts savings. To establish a conservative estimate, subtracting avoided
diesel fuel cost, this report expects operational savings to total $3,000 per year.165

Revenue Case 5 -  Present value of increased electricity sales

This report also examined the value to utilities of an ESB due to the increased electric
sales revenue it would generate. Greater electric sales can be particularly beneficial to
cooperative utilities. Some cooperatives in the state are seeing either stagnant or declining energy
sales in their service territories. This happened nationally during the Covid-19 pandemic, when
cooperatives’ electric sales declined by 6.1% in 2020. Similar declines followed in 2021 and
2022 and averaged 5% in overall lost sales.166 A CEO at a North Carolina cooperative reported
off the record that his territory was seeing a decline in sales beyond the impacts of Covid and
was looking for new ways to sell more electricity.  Adding new electric loads to the
cooperatives’ territories, like ESB, could offer much needed additional revenue.

To test this revenue case, this report calculated the extra energy consumption of an ESB
under different mileage scenarios and provided a present value to the utility of these additional
sales. The load was calculated for one ESB in the initial model, then expanded to a fleet of 10.

While this report initially considered that these additional sales revenue could also
become a discount to schools, it was instead decided to just show the economic benefit of this
added revenue. An attempt to isolate net profits from a cooperative’s required operating revenue
would be beyond the scope of this paper.

For a cooperative serving a school district with one new electric school bus that serves
the school on a traditional 180-day schedule and drives the state average of 12,853 miles/year,
the cooperative could expect to sell around 20,300 kWh each year. Applying Roanoke Electric
Cooperative’s rate of $0.066/kWh, the cooperative could expect to earn $1,340/year. Making the
assumption of a flat electric rate over 8 years, the present value of that extra revenue at a 4.25%
discount factor would be $8,932. For ten ESBs, annual revenue would be $13,404 and the 8-year
cumulative present value of that revenue would be $89,319. These would be expected to increase
with the electric rate escalation that occurs every few years. In terms of potential savings revenue
to schools, these additional sales to cooperatives could lead to special tariffs with discounted
sales to schools with ESBs that charge during off-peak periods.

This amount would be very beneficial to small electric cooperatives, and these expenses
would mean significant savings for schools.

166 https://www.electric.coop/electric-cooperatives-face-10-billion-in-lost-revenue-from-covid-19
165   
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Revenue Case 6 - Health Benefits

A key assumption made in this report was that the NC Department of Environmental
Quality would fund vouchers to LEAs to purchase ESBs based on the community health benefits
they provide. Replacing a diesel bus with an ESB eliminating one source of particulate matter
emissions (pm 2.5). The sizes of this health benefit vary by county across the state. This report
used research from another state interested in quantifying the health benefits of electrifying
medium to heavy-duty municipal fleets, California. The California Energy Commission (CEC)
released a paper with guidance on quantifying health benefits associated with replacing diesel
school buses with zero emission electric buses.167 In that paper, the CEC used the U.S. EPA’s
diesel replacement health benefit calculator.

Source: EPA

The calculator, pictured above, outputs expected community benefits from removing
particulate matter pollution in the form of a health benefit annuity in USD. Note that this is a
community-wide benefit, not a calculation for benefits to students. The total amount is a
“lifetime benefit calculation” assuming the ESB will operate for 20 years. Products A and B in
this report depend on the calculation. This report cautions that the EPA has said its calculator is
becoming outdated and will be updated in the future. In Products A and B, the health benefit is a
shared contribution between the state and the county. To determine the amount, this paper
applied the same annuity equation as CEC but updated it to reflect Buncombe County
(Asheville) above.

167 https://www.energy.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/Cost-Effectiveness_ada.pdf
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Source: California Energy Commission

As a result of this work, this report models a scenario where the lifetime benefit
calculation is $99,000, of which the state provides 45% and the county provides 55%.

Additional value discussion
The final value stream discussed in this report comes from the additional opportunities

from ESB for V2G and providing community services. Changes to the North Carolina IOU’s
tariff programs will facilitate more use of ESBs for grid-dispatch revenue. Dominion Energy, for
example, purchased 50 electric school buses for its Virginia service territories and intends to test
their V2G potential under the program. More discussion on how tariff changes in North Carolina
could facilitate expansion of a V2G program is included in the conclusion of this report. In its
initial analysis, VEIC determined that ESBs were better suited to provide V2B than V2G
services, however it noted the potential for schools to partner with utilities that are
“looking to shave peak demand events during targeted times when the bus is not needed for
service, i.e. during the summer months” (Sears, 2018).

An aggregated fleet of ESBs could provide value to IOU, cooperative and municipal
utilities when they are not in service for school routes. A 2018 review by NC State University’s
“Energy Storage Study Team” found value in grid-scale storage for providing transmission
congestion relief, transmission investment deferral, and demand charge reductions through
demand side management (DSM). Within the DSM category, the paper noted that for the City of
Wilson, North Carolina, with one of the highest coincident demand charges among municipal
utilities in the state, storage could “deliver a potentially large economic benefit.” NCSU
calculated that a storage system capable of producing 500 kW and 1000 kWh in a manner “on
demand during the coincident peak hour in 11 out of 12 months” delivered $103,000 in annual
utility savings.168 ESBs are not as callable as a grid-scale stationary battery, nor do they have the
same ability to discharge throughout the year (called a high “capacity factor”). However, the
values found by NCSU give an idea of their potential for dispatch.

On the other hand, while the availability of the battery storage studied by NCSU gives it
an advantage, the fact that ESBs can be driven to a load anywhere may give them a different
strength. In an article about “Batteries on Wheels,” policy manager of the nonprofit Vehicle-Grid
Integration Council Zach Woogen affirmed the benefits of having mobile, dispatchable storage.
Like the NCSU report, Woogen confirmed that DER batteries are most valuable in areas that
have a lot of localized grid congestion (an area with a lot of power being injected
simultaneously) and high demand pricing.  A pricing structure with a developed tariff program
and clear pricing that reflects locational congestion, Woogen said, is “critical to, for example,
parking a bidirectional bus in a congested area and discharging it.”169 Similarly, ESBs can also

169

https://www.emergingtechbrew.com/stories/2022/11/01/first-the-emissions-then-the-grid-how-ev-buses-co
uld-be-a-multiplier-for-city-decarbonization

168   https://energy.ncsu.edu/storage/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/02/NC-Storage-Study-FINAL.pdf
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drive to fill roles usually served by diesel electric generators during weather emergencies. These
could include supporting community infrastructure or providing the initial current to start up a
power generator170 (often called ‘black start’ capability).

170 https://cleantechnica.com/2016/02/02/restoring-the-grid-after-a-blackout-using-batteries/
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Part II

NCCEF Financial Products

Background
The following section presents the financial products that NCCEF could develop to

facilitate ESB deployment. The first section details all of the known costs, which are
incorporated in each of the four products discussed. The touchstone work for this analysis is the
original study conducted by Weiss, Beinecke, and Bunting in 2020. This report incorporates
three levels of potential capitalization for the NCCEF, with each level providing increasing
options for the Fund. The capitalization ranges from $1-3 million to $100 million, and its impact
was characterized by Weiss in the table below.

Estimating the capital requirements for financing the deployment of ESBs in North Carolina
includes understanding the vehicle, construction, engineering, and operational costs associated.
The entire purchase cost of an electric school bus, from the vehicle to the complex engineering
and electric infrastructure required to support it, is a significant capital expense for a school
district. As discussed, the initial cost of an ESB is 3-4x that of a diesel bus. Becker et al. note that
ESB batteries are “by far the costliest component in an EV.” Various reports have estimated the
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manufacturing cost of bus batteries to be in the range of 30-50% of total vehicle cost.171,172,173 The
optimization model Becker developed maximizes the school’s energy savings with managed
ESB battery operation and the “long-term health” of the ESB battery. The model prevents
premature loss of battery use by avoiding deep discharges of the battery, which would accelerate
battery degradation.174

Making the first ESB purchase

Three bus companies and several bus models were considered in this paper. All ESBs
under consideration are Type C, class 7 school buses. The most significant cost factor for this bus
type is battery size. In this report, the range is from the Lion Electric 126 kWh to the Thomas C2
Jouley with a 226 kWh battery. Capital costs like MSRP are not publicly available, however an
evaluation of North Carolina’s distribution of VW grant funds to schools, combined with
research by the Vermont Energy Investment Corporation and the World Resources Institute, led
to an overall range. The chart below lists prices:

MSRP Lion 126
kWh

Blue Bird
155 kWh

Lion 168
kWh

Lion 210
kWh

Thomas C2
226 kWh

Bottom range $305,000 unlisted $305,000 $305,000 $320,000

Top range $395,000 x $395,000 $395,000 $400,000

https://www.veic.org/Media/Default/documents/resources/reports/types-of-electric-school-buses.pdf

While the prices in the table above provide a range of possible prices, the actual cost of buses
varies widely within these ranges based on the specifications and additional infrastructure needs
of the site receiving the bus. Phase 2 of the VW school bus funds awards, announced in October
2022 and totalling $30 million in allocations, displays a wide variation in cost for bus and
charger.175 Part of this variation is likely due to choice by the school district in what bus they go
with. Kevin Harrison and other experts have acknowledged that a school district will not be
challenged by the NCDPI or the LEA if they decide to go with the bus supplier they like that is
down the street from them, even if this supplier is slightly more expensive. Some ESBs are better
suited for V2G testing. Duke Energy requires as a condition of its $215,000 that the ESBs in its

175 https://deq.nc.gov/media/31707/download?attachment
174 Becker et. al, page 2
173 https://afdc.energy.gov/vehicles/electric_school_buses_p8_m1.html

172

https://firststudentinc.com/resources/electric/total-cost-of-ownership-determining-if-electric-buses-are-right
-for-your-district/

171 https://www.reportlinker.com/p06180080/Electric-Bus-Market.html?utm_source=GNW
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pilot be Thomas C2 Jouley buses. Part of the reason is that these buses are equipped with
turn-key V2G capabilities. They are also manufactured in North Carolina, which some may
prefer. Lion Electric buses, from Canada, do not come with this capability built in. To make
calculations of the financial products easier, this report uses the Thomas C2 as the model ESB to
fund and draws from findings of WRI for four ESBs funded in Phase 2 of the VW fund. WRI
reports that each bus was a Thomas Build Jouley Type C and cost $341,957.176 Under Phase 2,
the cost per bus for an ESB ranged from $358,562 to $426,827. To make a conservative estimate,
this paper assumes that each electric bus will cost $370,000.

Role of NCCEF
In the following scenarios, the possible financial products offered by the NCCEF would

either directly fund or enhance available funding for the initial purchase of an ESB. The costs of
site infrastructure, charging management services,
repair and maintenance, and training are not
considered in these models. The reason for this is
twofold. It is assumed that the repair and
maintenance costs will equal or improve upon
current costs for diesel buses after an initial
learning curve for mechanics, and these costs are
currently budgeted for by school LEAs.177 Second,
the costs for site infrastructure can be substantial,
with WRI finding over $1 million for site
makeready costs (discussed briefly below). If a site
needs electrification upgrades to its transformers or
lines, these charging infrastructure costs are
assumed to be covered by the utility, as is the case
with some pilot ESB installations in Arizona and
North Carolina .

The Weiss paper identified four different roles that NCCEF could have to support
electrification initiatives in North Carolina: ‘Connector’, ‘Risk Mitigator’, ‘Direct Lender’, and
‘Bundler’. Each role involves a different level of participation and financial relationship between
the Fund and the recipient. In the Connector role, the Fund serves as a technical partner for the
recipient and participating private or public capital provider, for example providing assistance for
an on-bill financing program that saves a utility from having to hire additional staff. The Risk
Mitigator role has a more specific financial component that focuses on improving financing

177 https://afdc.energy.gov/vehicles/electric_school_buses_p8_m3.html

176

https://www.wri.org/update/electric-school-bus-series-how-north-carolinas-eastern-band-cherokee-indians
-planning-seven
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terms, for example by providing products like credit enhancements or interest rate buydowns that
spur a private lender to offer more favorable loan terms to a recipient. The Direct Lender role is
more specifically financial. In this role, the Fund combines capital from other contributing
parties with funds from its own reserve to facilitate purchases and deliver products that are
focused on clean energy projects. Finally, the Bundler role involves providing the upfront
financing for a group of smaller investments that it can then sell as a package to private
investors. Also called ‘warehousing,’ this product can reduce the individual cost of capital for
each loan by grouping them into a larger loan, and like the Direct Lender role, is also specifically
financial. An example of this is a bridge loan, where the Fund provides capital until the recipient
can acquire a private loan.

In the following sections, this report provides the scenarios for four different products
that the NCCEF could invest in to advance ESB deployment in the state. The models below use a
Thomas Built Jouley bus for all financing assumptions. This model was chosen because its
warranty information was easy to find, it ranks among the more expensive of available bus
models requiring the report show a way to source the most revenue possible from each
contributing party (making this a more conservative estimate), and the Thomas Built Jouley bus
comes standard with V2G operability, making all potential revenue models discussed above
hypothetically feasible. The assumed cost and warranty details on a are presented on this table.

Product A - Lease-to-own Model
Direct lender, Connector

The first model incorporates the finance structure of the ‘Lease to Own’ model used for
the 110 kW solar array installed at Murray Middle School. The lease to own model, found in
both housing and automotive markets, usually combines a traditional lease with an added fee
option where the borrower can buy the asset at the end of the loan’s term.  'Rent to own’
financing for cars can work well for customers with poor credit and/or low access to cash
because the financing is interest free. The borrower makes a downpayment as they would with a
typical car loan and pays off the principal in weekly installments.178 However, this model usually
increases the dealer’s reported total cost of the vehicle by a substantial amount. With ‘Lease to
own,’ the purchase price of the house is established at the beginning of the rental term. The
renter makes a small down payment toward the purchase of the house as well as a monthly
premium for the option to buy, called ‘rent credit,’ in addition to rent payments. Lease to own
terms usually last 2 to 3 years. These can work well if the renter does not have the cash on or
affordable financing available to purchase a house. If the renter does not purchase the house at
the end of the rent period, the premium and downpayment are forfeited..179

Similar to models above, Green Power NC offered a Lease to Own to Murray Middle
School for the 110 kW solar PV array it installed. The school could purchase the array at the end
of 5 years, or GPNC would remove it without charge. If Murray decides not to purchase it, the

179 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/l/lease-option.asp
178 https://www.investopedia.com/articles/personal-finance/082315/renttoown-car-how-it-works.asp
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effective cost for 5 years of use after applying rebates would be $5,000/yr. Additionally, the fair
market residual value determined by GPNC was $10,000, or 10% of the installation cost. This
financing model creates a pathway to ownership for the school with a relatively small out of
pocket expense. NCSU’s Clean Energy Technology Center estimates the payback on the array to
be 5.7 to 6.1 years.180 This is due largely to the available Duke Energy rebates and because these
rebates allow for the school to use lease to own when financing the solar installation.

The NCCEF model envisioned in Product A combines the Direct Lender and Connector
roles of the Fund. The Product sets a term that ends before the expiration of the electric school
bus’ standard battery and materials warranty. At the end of the lease term, one year will remain
on the battery warranty with the possibility for a four year extension with the selected model of
bus. Finally, the school will have the option to purchase the ESB at a low remaining cost for
continued use, similar to the GPNC model.

Product A is a public-private partnership that blends bus replacement funding from
NCDPI, rebates from the electric cooperative or IOU serving the territory, a State-originated
Mobile Sources Emissions Reductions grant with a matching county grant, and a limited
obligation school infrastructure bond. Under this financing model, the Fund identifies an eligible
diesel bus for replacement meeting criteria of either 20 years old and at least 150,000 miles, at
least 15 years old with 250,000 miles, or 300,000 miles under General Statute 115C-242.181

Additionally, the Fund identifies a school with an electric infrastructure ready to support a 60 kW
charger or a utility willing to invest in upgrading the system with proof of charger installation.
This service has precedent in Arizona, where the Arizona Public Service proposed paying for
engineering and line extension costs for schools.182

Having secured the above resources and guarantees in their implementation, NCCEF then
makes a $270,000 loan to the Local Education Agency in coordination with a simultaneous
$100,000 allocation from North Carolina Department of Public Instruction (DPI). NCDPI funds
will be issued under the financing authority of North Carolina’s State Board of Education (The
Board). The Board can “arrange for the purchase of replacement school buses through
financing,” including third-party financing.

The Board has used Banc of America Public Capital Corp (BAPCC), through which the
LEA purchases school buses. According to the DPI’s “Master replacement bus financing
agreement,” the title to each bus transfers to the LEA as soon as the bus is received.183 The
agreement prohibits the use of liens on the buses, except those arranged through the State’s bus
contractor and lienholder, BAPCC. Payments to the contractor are made by DPI on behalf of the
LEA in installments annually every November for four years according to the State’s payment
schedule.184

184 http://www.ncbussafety.org/finance/Finance2022.html
183 http://www.ncbussafety.org/finance/Finance2022.html
182 https://afdc.energy.gov/laws/all?state=AZ
181 https://www.ips.state.nc.us/ips/AGENCY/PDF/14523500.pdf

180

https://nccleantech.ncsu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/New-Hanover-County-NC-Public-Schools-for-S
IYC-PV-Assessment-5.29.18-rev.pdf
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Product A proposes a model that would require a few adjustments to the existing
replacement agreement. A hybrid of a car lease to own model and GPNC’s “Solar + Schools’'
program, Product A has a downpayment in year one, an annual ‘rent credit, and an equipment
buyout option at the end of the term. Instead of a four year annual payment schedule, DPI would

make a $100,000 payment to NCCEF in
year one. If DPI requires installment
payments to its contractor, NCCEF
would need to restructure the loan so as
to increase its size to the full $370,000.
Next, the Fund coordinates an $6,270
payment from the IOU (Duke Energy
Carolinas/Progress), Cooperative, or
Municipal electric utility. This amount
is based on an evaluation of the present
value of the expected additional electric
sales to the utility over a 7 year period.
The assumed average miles per year
driven by a school bus in North
Carolina is 12,853 for a school on a
part-year, 180-day schedule. Multiplied
by an efficiency ratio of 1.58kWh/mile,
a utility could expect to sell 20,308
kWh/yr to a school to charge an ESB.
Over seven years, that amount would be
142,159 kWh. If the school is on a
full-year, 302-day schedule, a bus
would travel 21,442 and an electric
utility could expect to sell 33,878
kWh/yr and 237,149 kWh in seven
years. To find the present value, this

model applies a discount rate of 4.25% to represent the utility weighted average cost of capital,
as determined by the EPA’s “Weighted Average Real WACC.”185 Other sources have found
electric utility WACC to range from 5-8%; thus this is a conservative estimate.186 Assuming the
utility sells the above power to a 180-day traditional calendar school and applying the above
discount rate, the present value of that sale is $8,212 on earnings of $9,666. This LTO model
assumes the utility, whether cooperative or IOU, will be willing to pay this amount upfront for
the additional sales, with the expectation of additional sales in later years.

186 https://neep.org/blog/turing-policy-performance-determining-discount-rate-decarbonization
185 https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2019-03/documents/chapter_10.pdf
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Annual savings and revenue to the school accrue from operating and discharging the ESB
battery starting in year 2. Estimated ESB savings are $10,701/y. An expected $300/month in fuel
savings of electric over diesel is a conservative estimate based on reports of initial operation in
North Carolina for the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians’ Thomas Built Jouley bus. 187 Monthly
diesel costs for that school were as high as $900, while electricity for one month of operation
cost $400. Over one year, $300 in savings would equate to $3,600.  Maintenance savings for
ESBs have been estimated to range from $4,000 to $11,000 annually.188 However, early results
show additional labor hours and higher costs than originally expected, and WRI has set
maintenance cost per mile roughly at par with diesel bus operation. This is expected to improve
with growing labor skill and familiarity servicing ESBs. Product A sets maintenance and repair
savings years 2 through 7 at $4,000.

Product A models the contributing parties making a $128,014 voucher in year one. The
LEA would begin its lease-to-own with an upfront rent credit payment of $17,000. In periods
one through seven, the LEA would service the loan with payments from its operational savings
and with rent credits. This would be a payment of $10,70 in savings and a rent credit of $11,000.
NCDPI would make five annual payments of $22,000.  In year eight, the LEA would have the
option to purchase the ESB at a cost of $23,201 or forgo the purchase. If it did not take the
purchase option, NCCEF would collect the ESB and sell it at auction for the same fair market
residual price. As a reference, the quoted standard annual cost of renting a diesel school bus in
2017 was $20,000/yr for five years. By comparison, this LEA would be spending $106,500 over
8 years if it purchased the bus (a better deal).

Product B - Pay As You Save®
Direct lender, Connector

In Product B, NCCEF is both the direct lender under a Pay As You Save (PAYS)
program. The PAYS structure arose from On Bill Financing (OBF), a method for anyone
purchasing an energy efficiency improvement for their house to make monthly payments on that
purchase on their utility bills.189 Under OBF, the equipment is paid off over time, drawing from
the energy efficiency savings. A report by New Energy Economy found OBF-supporting
legislation in 12 states and utilities with OBF programs in 19 states, including North Carolina.190

A version of OBF has existed in some form in the US for over thirty years, according to
ACEEE.191

191 https://www.aceee.org/toolkit/2017/02/bill-energy-efficiency
190 https://spotforcleanenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/9b01946799e4b5aa2ad36382efb3d1e4.pdf
189 https://www.aceee.org/toolkit/2017/02/bill-energy-efficiency
188   https://cleantechnica.com/2022/02/02/the-real-cost-of-electric-school-buses-is-lower-than-you-think/

187

https://www.wri.org/update/electric-school-bus-series-how-north-carolinas-eastern-band-cherokee-indians
-planning-seven
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There are three common versions of OBF. In the first, “on-bill tariff”, the electric utility
classifies the efficiency upgrade to a single home or building as a “system reliability
investment.” This cost appears as a tariff on the electricity charges tied to the property address,
regardless of whether the building is owned or rented, meaning there is no obligation to the
occupant except to pay the electric bill and the upgrade is transferable to the next occupant. In
the second, “on-bill financing”, the utility makes a loan to the property owner for the efficiency
upgrade and serves as both the capital lender and the underwriter. According to SEEA, this
allows the utility more discretion in choosing whether to make the loan and, because
determination of creditworthiness is often based on payment of electricity bills, more customers
have access regardless of their credit score. In the third version, “On-bill repayment,” a
third-party provides the upfront capital and underwriting for the equipment. SEEA notes that the
third party uses its own criteria for qualifying its underwriting. The utility markets the program
and collects payments, which it directs to the lender. On-bill repayment loans are like regular
loans in that they are tied to the borrower, not the property.192

PAYS, developed by the Energy Efficiency Institute (EEI) in 1999,193 builds on the OBF
structure. Holmes Hummel and Harlan Lachman (Clean Energy Works/EEI) describe the features
of PAYS in their article on “inclusive financing” for energy efficiency. A utility wishing to offer
PAYS begins by request approval from its utility commission for a new electric tariff. This
voluntary tariff will cover new investments in energy efficiency or DER upgrades for interested
ratepayers. After approval by the commission, interested ratepayers request an audit of their
property to determine if an energy equipment upgrade is cost effective. If approved, the customer
receives the equipment and its installation and begins paying off the equipment monthly on their
electric bill. The equipment stays with the property and the tariff transfers to the new occupant
until it is paid off. The tariff includes the allowed costs of installation, equipment and capital
cost. To ensure that payments do not exceed savings, the tariff is capped at 80% of the estimated
savings over a term of 80% of the equipment’s estimated lifespan. That means if an electric
school bus is expected to operate for at least 12 years, PAYS will have closed the balance on the
loan before year 10. Payment on the ESB will be capped at 80% of savings, meaning that the
owner will still receive a 20% benefit annually. Currently only one such PAYS program exists in
North Carolina, at Roanoke Electric Membership Cooperative under their “Upgrade to Save”
program.194 Finally, Hummel and Lachman note that the utility can source capital for the program
“through public bonds, third party lenders, or its own balance sheet.”195

To implement Product B, NCCEF will serve as a direct lender and a connector for
schools and electric utilities. This is similar to product A, but with some adjustments to the level
of contributions, ownership option, and timing of payback. Product B incorporates the “80%
rule” detailed by Hummel and Lachman for the payment schedule and payment size. Usable life
of the equipment assumed to be 12 years, which is the length of coverage under an extended

195 https://www.aceee.org/files/proceedings/2018/assets/attachments/0194_0286_000158.pdf
194 https://www.roanokeelectric.com/save-energy-money/smart-energy-savings/
193 https://www.aceee.org/files/proceedings/2018/assets/attachments/0194_0286_000158.pdf
192 https://www.seealliance.org/initiatives/low-income-financing/
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warranty from Carolina Thomas Built for its
Jouley bus. Correspondingly, PAYS finishes
before 80% of the warranty is up. Estimated
savings from each year of operation are
$10,201, explained below. Under Product B,
the school puts 80% of its savings into
servicing the loan and pockets the remaining
20%. The 80% rule for PAYS exists so that
the program delivers “positive cash flow
from the start.”196 The table below details the
operation of a PAYS program for an ESB
purchased in June 2023. Like Product A, the
original cost of the ESB is set at $370,000.
Like Product A, NCCEF works with a school
district that has met two conditions: the
school has a diesel bus eligible for
replacement by the state and the school has
not been able to secure federal financing
(Clean School Bus Program or DERA) for an
electric school bus. After getting state
certification as an ESB contractor, NCCEF
will receive $100,000 from NCDPI for an
ESB purchase. This amount is the same as
the estimated average payment NCDPI
makes for replacement diesel school bus
purchases. This can be a one-time payment
or a low-interest (4.25%) installment of
$20,000 annually.
In addition to NCDPI funds, NCCEF will

need to secure funds in the form of rebates from the electric utility serving the area as well as
vouchers from the state and county. ESB vouchers, according to WRI's ESB Initiative financing
guide, are “credits applied ‘on the hood,’ immediately at purchase, that lower the price paid by
the recipient.”197 The first voucher would come from the NC Department of Environmental
Quality’s state Diesel Emissions Reduction Grant. Previously, NCDEQ had been using its
portion of the state’s VW Settlement fund to match federal grants from DERA to support ESB
purchases. The VW fund is now fully allocated. DERA is a competitive and limited annual
federal grant that cannot cover all requests for funding. It would be in the state’s interest to
continue supporting clean air initiatives as it has with the VW fund beyond the allocations of

197 https://electricschoolbusinitiative.org/all-about-funding-and-financing-options-electric-school-buses
196 https://www.aceee.org/files/proceedings/2018/assets/attachments/0194_0286_000158.pdf
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DERA and ARP (American Rescue Plan). Like in Product A, this report applies the same state
and county diesel emission reduction grant to support ESB deployment. Product B includes a
voucher of this amount in the financing plan. The cost of such a voucher would be shared
between the state and the receiving county at 55/45% respectively.

The Product B rebate would come from the electric utility that serves the school district
and apply after the ESB purchase. Currently, a sizable rebate is critical to the success of Product
B PAYS plan. Product B models this new rebate on the NC Solar Rebate Program (NCSRP)
offered by Duke Energy. The NCSRP supported the lease-to-own model at Murray Middle
School, which received a $75,000 rebate from Duke Energy after completing construction of a
110 kW solar PV array. Under the rebate program, nonprofits and schools receive $0.75 per Watt
installed for up to 100 kW installed ($75,000 in value). Each year, Duke Energy accepts
applications for rebates totalling 10 MW of capacity, of which it reserves 2,500 kWs for
nonprofits. NCSRP is scheduled to expire December 31, 2022. This report models Product B
with an ESB-specific rebate program. This program would offer a cents/Watt-hour rebate based
on the battery energy capacity of the ESB with an expense cap of $35,000.  The rebate would be
paid to NCCEF to support the Funds’s purchase of an ESB for the school district’s LEA. Using
the Carolina Thomas Built ESB with a battery rating of 226 kWh as a model, this report found
that a rebate of $0.15 per battery Watt-hour would be required to reach a $0 net present value for
NCCEF’s investment. The resulting rebate would total $34,440.

Combined, these contributions would bring the balance of the loan in year one from
$370,000 down to $183,256. This reduces the required interest payment in year one and allows
the school to pay off the remainder using PAYS structure. This model does not answer which
party pays interest on the remaining loan. However, to maintain PAYS we suggest that the
interest payments (totalling $21,304 over 10 years) come from the state DPI or county through a
limited obligation bond. NCDPI is permitted under general assembly legislation to pay its bus
contractor, Banc of America Public Capital Corp, interest on capital loans when the $100,000
purchase is spread over 5 years. While this payment would exceed current NCDPI interest
payments on diesel buses by at least 5x, assuming a BAPCC interest rate of 5%, it is worth
exploring. Alternatively, interest payments could be shared between the State and County, similar
to how they divided the DERG voucher for the ESB. The remaining balance for the ESB would
be paid by the district LEA through savings generated, as shown in the PAYS table.

Finally, the last stream of payments made to this Product B PAYS program are the most
important: the actual savings to the school. In years 1 through 8 of ownership, the school is
estimated to save $24,792 after accounting for servicing the PAYS loan. This significant savings
potential for the school district supports using a PAYS-like program in the absence of federal
grants. The sum total of these savings across 12 years is $67,596.198 This is expected to be
sufficient for covering costs such as a replacement battery, an extended warranty, unexpected

198 Applying a 4.25% discount rate.
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maintenance, repair and labor costs and the cost of a curtailment service provider with a fleet
charging management service.

The $10,701 in annual savings was calculated by combining estimates of avoided fuel
cost ($/gal diesel - $/kWh electricity), reduced maintenance cost, and revenue potential from
participating in CP demand reduction events (see chart below). The $300/month in avoided fuel
cost was reported by the Cherokee Boys Club from their experience driving an ESB (the CBC
operates the bus fleet for the Eastern Bank of Cherokee Indians school district). CBC reports
diesel fuel purchases can range from $700 to $900 per month, whereas fueling with electricity
was around $400. For one year, estimated fuel savings are $3,600 and maintenance and repair
savings are $3,000. As mentioned earlier, the reduced maintenance cost of an ESB was estimated
from WRI’s estimated savings range of $4,000 to $11,000 per year. This $6,600 in combined fuel
and maintenance savings lies to the middle of that range. Finally, the estimated demand charge
savings were drawn from both the model 1 work in this report and from Brunswick EMC’s
description of its demand charges, mentioned earlier. Annual savings from participation in CP
demand reductions, either in cash savings to the school or payments from a cooperative, were
estimated at $3,060.199 Assuming the utility would offer schools a demand response program
aimed at reducing coincident peak charges, Products A and B include an annual payment of
$2,601, or 85% of expected utility savings from avoided coincident peak cost.

Product C -  Technical Assistance
Connector, Direct Lender

Product C demonstrates a way for NCCEF to help with ESB deployment by providing
operating and programmatic-based technical assistance to electric utilities to establish a PAYS
program. While this product is focused mostly on NCCEF providing technical assistance, the
Fund can also provide a “start-up” fund or offer capital enhancements that support utility
programs for ESB deployment. The following details how NCCEF can engage in supporting
ESBs through serving as the intermediary between a Local Education Agency (LEA), utilities,
state government, and Federal government. Providing “technical assistance”, broadly speaking,
means NCCEF has many ways to assist with deploying electric school buses. This report uses
Product C to examine a few forms of technical assistance the Fund might develop.

CSB
In one iteration of Product C, NCCEF helps LEAs apply for competitive state and federal

grants for ESBs. The LEA is the party usually responsible for applying for funding through
Diesel Emission Reduction Act (DERA) or the new federal Clean School Bus program (CSB).
With CSB, LEAs have the option of using a third party to process their applications, typically for
a fee, or go through the Federal Service Desk to submit an application to a federal online portal

199 At 3 CP events per year with 60 kW in load reduction at $17/kW, savings would be $3,061.
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called the System for Awards Management (sam.gov). Though this form of assistance may seem
small, the Fund can serve an important role by being one of the LEA’s “Points of Contact.”
These are the representatives for the applicant. This can be particularly useful if the LEA has
limited resources for managing and tracking the application process through the SAM portal.
NCCEF can provide assistance to the applicants through each step of the CSB rebate process.

As mentioned above, CSB is a rebate program. Total annual allocations are capped at
10% per state. The program guide defines a rebate as “a payment from EPA to an eligible entity
to subsidize the purchase of a zero emission or clean school bus, and eligible infrastructure,”
meeting the requirements of the guide.200 For school districts meeting the EPA’s “prioritization
criteria,” the maximum award amount for an electric school bus replacement is $375,000 per
class 7 or 8 bus. This prioritization criteria includes school districts in the Small Area Income
and Poverty Estimates (SAIPE) list where 20% of the student population lives in poverty, school
districts in rural locations as defined by the National Center for Education Statistics, and tribal
school districts, including those funded by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. These prioritized
schools also qualify for $20,000 in infrastructure funding for electric school buses charging
supply equipment. For those schools not receiving prioritization status, the maximum funding
amount allocated is $250,000 per class 7 ESB and $13,000 in infrastructure funds.

The CSB allows for vehicle loans to be included in the financing, as long as the school
district receives the title immediately. Product A, the lease-to-own (LTO) agreement, affords the
borrower an “option” to purchase the leased asset at the end of the contract. A “lease purchase”
loan, on the other hand, is an extended financing contract where the buyer must purchase the
asset at the end of the lease term.201 The CSB program guide prohibits including lease purchase
financing in the rebate awards. However, the guide specifically names LTO financing among its
types of approved loan products for use with the CSB rebates. Product B, Pay-As- You-Save
(PAYS), presumably is among approved products for CSB rebates as well. This is because under
PAYS the title to the equipment transfers immediately to the borrower and because all payments
made on the equipment must come from the savings the equipment generates. In a lease purchase
agreement, the borrower is liable for paying the loan in full regardless of the savings realized.202

In a different iteration of Product C, NCCEF can both coordinate the application for the
CSB rebate and provide financing to the LEA for purchase of the ESB. According to the CSB
program rebate timeline, the selected LEA or other entity is notified by the EPA of the award and
then makes its purchase order for an ESB. The awardee then submits a Payment Request Form
with its purchase order to the EPA for funding. The suppliers have one year from receiving the
purchase order to deliver the ESB and install the necessary charging infrastructure.

Under this timeline, NCCEF could provide Product A, B, or potentially a bridge loan to
the borrower while they wait to receive payment for the ESB. Additionally, the Fund could also

202 ibid.

201

https://rentpost.com/blog/other/lease-vs-lease-purchase/#:~:text=With%20a%20lease%20to%20own,dep
ending%20on%20the%20given%20situation.

200 https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2022-05/420b22025.pdf
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qualify as an “eligible contractor” because it is a not-for-profit entity with “the capacity to
arrange for financing” for the sale of an ESB to a school.203 As an eligible contractor, NCCEF is
capable of being its own applicant or partnering with an LEA, tribal organization, state or local
government, or a nonprofit school transportation association to deploy an ESB.

There are two final things to note about the CSB program. First, diesel school buses of
2010 or older vintage are eligible for replacement under the program. Second, any bus chosen for
replacement must be scrapped, sold, or donated. The school district with the diesel bus cannot
operate it for more than six months after receiving the ESB replacement.

DERA
In addition to CSB, a variation of Product C could involve NCCEF supporting an LEA in

applying for DERA funding. DERA funding was included as a voucher in the Product B PAYS
model above, but it receives elaboration here. The DERA School Bus Rebate Program (Program
1) is a federal grant awarded to eligible applicants from state, local, tribal agencies,
municipalities and schools  “with jurisdiction over transportation [and/or] air quality.” A twin
program, the American Rescue Plan Electric School Bus Rebate program, (Program 2), is for
eligible applicants from minority or low-income populations. A hyperlink to a list of eligible
applicants for ARP, included in this footnote, includes 16 eligible counties in North Carolina.204

For Program 1 DERA applicants, NCCEF can assist LEAs in applications to EPA Region
4, which handles all funding requests for North Carolina. Similar to CSB, loans for buses are
permitted under DERA. The buses being replaced must meet the following requirements: have at
least 3 years of remaining life prior to the upgrade, have been driven 10,000 miles for
transporting students in the last 12 months, have an engine of 2006 or older vintage, and it must
be scrapped by the award recipient prior to sending a payment request to the EPA. The award
total is $65,000 per bus for up to $300,000 per application, and applications for replacing up to
10 buses in a 100-bus fleet. For Program 2 applicants, DERA awards $300,000 for up to 4 buses
per district with a maximum request per application of $1,200,000.205206

With Product C, NCCEF could assist the applicant with required materials (“project
narrative”, etc.) by acting as an Authorized Organization Representative. Like with CSB, loans
for ESBs are permitted under Programs 1 and 2 of DERA. However, whereas CSB allows
not-for-profit entities to be eligible contractors and offer loans using clean school bus rebates, the
two DERA programs require that the applicant have jurisdiction over clean air or transportation.
Additionally, the title to the new bus paid for with DERA rebates must be under the applicant’s
name. This does not appear to be a requirement for CSB program rebates. Bearing these
constraints in mind, under DERA NCCEF could not apply for funding on a school district’s
behalf and would be limited to offering a PAYS program only (Product B). Product B would
ensure that the title was in the school district’s name when the ESB was delivered. While DERA

206 https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2021-09/420b21044.pdf
205 https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2021-09/420b21045.pdf
204 https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2021-09/fy21-arp-elect-school-bus-rebate-elig-list.pdf
203 https://www.epa.gov/system/files/documents/2022-05/420b22025.pdf
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programs may be more limiting to NCCEF's options for providing assistance, there are still
opportunities for the Fund to help North Carolina schools with DERA requests.

Finally, under the DERA rules NCCEF could not use Product A (LTO) to finance the
ESB. The guidelines state that all replacement buses must be “purchased, not leased or
leased-to-own.” It adds that it will allow standard vehicle loans as long as the title is under the
applicant’s name.207

PAYS Administrative Support and Start-up loans
Finally, another variation of Product C is for NCCEF to provide PAYS administrative

support to utilities. NCCEF can use its capital to expand PAYS program implementation among
North Carolina’s IOUs, cooperatives and municipal utilities. By partnering with organizations
like the NC-based Clean Energy Works (CEW), the Energy Efficiency Institute, EEtility
Company, and the Clean Finance Lab.  In a recent article, CEW found that there is a clear
business case for utilities to adopt PAYS programs, but that these utilities need to identify how to
cover program operation costs.208 EEtility states that Investor Owned Utilities could work with
outside capital providers who offer low cost capital for equipment investments to start a PAYS
program.209 In addition to IOUs, cooperatives and municipalities have access to low cost capital
through federally-backed funds for a PAYS program through the Rural Utilities Services Rural
Energy Savings Program210 and the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Loan Program.211

Yet both IOUs and cooperatives may still require additional administrative and program
funding support to get started. In August 2019, Weiss developed a paper for the Duke Nicholas
Institute called the North Carolina Energy Efficiency Roadmap.212 The paper outlined ways to
expand energy efficiency in North Carolina and recommended building a system to “support
expanded access to creative utility financing programs.” Weiss identified an opportunity
specifically for developing a PAYS program based on the tepid responses she received from
utility operators to PAYS, despite proven economic benefits. She noted that the representative of
an NC IOU did not support on-bill financing out of a concern that it would increase the IOU’s
debt financing tasks and administrative burden. The representative said “utilities are not set up to
be banks or lending institutions.”213 A representative of a NC electric cooperative also did not
support PAYS program development, concerned that PAYS-financed energy efficiency
equipment would not yield sufficient savings and would increase risk to the cooperative
providing the capital. Roanoke Electric Cooperative, the only utility in NC with a PAYS

213

https://nicholasinstitute.duke.edu/sites/default/files/publications/North-Carolina-Energy-Efficiency-Roadma
p-Final.pdf

212 https://nicholasinstitute.duke.edu/publications/north-carolina-energy-efficiency-roadmap
211 https://www.eetility.com/pays
210 https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/electric-programs/rural-energy-savings-program
209 https://www.eetility.com/pays
208 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gcZdTGeF2bl7F09tbm9Thl7R3m5oCMlP/view
207 Ibid. page 6
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program, invested “$2.9 million in upfront costs for EE upgrades” for its co-op members and
netted positive results.

Weiss said uptake of these programs would be more likely to succeed if IOUs and
cooperatives had resources like “clarifying authority, performance data, and loss protection” for
their programs.214 She concluded that a Green Bank could help by offering “start-up funding” or
a loan loss reserve. This recommendation was carried into Weiss’ paper on establishing a NC
green bank and it is repeated here for Product C. Even if NCCEF does not operate its own PAYS
program for ESBs, it can provide the outside capital and administrative support a utility seeks to
get one started. This program would incorporate savings projections similar to those modeled
above with Product B. The PAYS chart below, borrowed from the Climate Finance Lab, shows
the role NCCEF could have with Product C.215

In this chart, NCCEF is the capital provider that extends the loan to the utility. The Bus Service
Provider (BSP) can be the LEA, nonprofit transportation management company, private fleet
owner, tribal government, or any of the other parties listed by the EPA. Under this arrangement,
NCCEF would coordinate cost sharing between the utility and the BSP such that the utility
purchased the battery and charging infrastructure and the BSP purchased the remaining cost of
the bus. In this Product C scenario, the Fund provides the crucial “start-up” funding to begin the
program and can offer subordinated debt to the utility in case the PAYS program does not realize
the expected savings in a particular year.

The above chart from the Climate Finance Lab (CFL) shows the PAYS model for transit
investments tested in countries like Santiago, Chile and Lima, Peru. The organization also
models the role of a capital lending institution, like NCCEF, to deploy capital for supporting
electric buses. With a loan of $20 to $30 million of debt capital, CFL says, an institute can

215 Chart from https://www.climatefinancelab.org/project/pay-save-clean-transport/
214 ibid.
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provide the “start-up“ investment to a “creditworthy utility” for batteries and infrastructure to
support 100 buses in a PAYS program. CFL also estimates a need for $1-$1.5 million in grants
for “technical assistance,” including programmatic support, tariff design, and scaling up the
program.

In the United States, Clean Energy Works assisted in the development of the first electric
bus-focused PAYS program. In November 2022, the Michigan Public Service Commission
(MIPSC), which regulates the state’s utilities, approved a pilot for this PAYS program for
financing the battery components of the bus to be operated by the utility DTE. The approved
proposal will include a $30 million package.216

According to ReportLinker, electric bus batteries can run 40% of the total cost of an
electric bus.217 A program that finances those components alone, instead of the entire bus, can be
a smart economic approach to ESB financing for NCCEF. This report recommends that NCCEF
investigate this new DTE program in greater depth to discover whether such a PAYS structure
could work for a similar kind of product in North Carolina. It would have been discussed here in
greater depth, however the announcement was made at the end of writing this report

Product Comparison - A and B
While Product C can likely be implemented as soon as NCCEF receives federal

capitalization, Products A and B deserve a direct comparison to determine their ease of
implementation and relative strengths and weaknesses. First, both lease-to-own (LTO) and pay-
as-you-save (PAYS) have the same annual ESB savings of $10,701. This amount is composed of
both the sum of savings achieved with the ESB battery and the operation costs for the bus. The
graph below summarizes those savings for fuel, repair and maintenance as well as reduced
electricity costs. Note that while the utility category is represented as a payment in exchange for
the increased electric sales, this might instead come in the form of a discount on electricity, such
as an electric school bus tariff.

Product A
Product A was initially developed to model a scenario where there is no utility rebate

available to offset the cost of the bus, the local education agency (LEA) is not able to access
DERA grants, and the LEA can afford to make payments of $21,701 annually for 7 years and a
balloon payment of $23,201 in year 8. The main difference between the LTO and PAYS products
is their method of recovering a return on investment. This also makes the LTO simpler than
PAYS. For this report, the LTO was structured much like a home or car loan with a purchase

217

https://www.environmentalleader.com/2021/11/cost-of-batteries-increased-incentives-drive-electric-bus-m
arket/

216 https://www.cleanenergyworks.org/2022/11/18/dte_transit_batteries_pilot/
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option; the borrower pays a premium for the option to buy the asset at the maturity date. Unlike a
typical LTO with a car, NCCEF collects only a small premium above the price if the borrower
were to purchase the car without financing. The product is easily implemented because
payments, named here as “rent credits,” are predictable and static for years 2 through 7. The
Fund’s LTO for electric school buses is built to be enough to achieve a net present value of $0 at
a discount rate of 4.25%. Both Product A and B were built to achieve a neutral or close to neutral
NPV, meaning they neither lost nor gained significant income on the investment.218 However, the
non-monetary benefits from these investments, like cleaner air, greater savings to schools, new
demand side management assets to utilities, mean significant social and economic gain not
quantified by this metric. Further, both Products A and B depend on the same voucher amounts
from the same four contributors: NCDPI, the utility, a state clean air grant, and a county clean air
grant. As noted earlier, a voucher can be thought of as applying “on the hood” of the vehicle at
the time of purchase. The chart below shows all of these vouchers at time period 0, i.e. on the
day the LEA sends them a payment request for an ESB.

Product A is only eligible for the federal Clean School Bus program grant (ranging from
$250,000 to $375,000 depending on school eligibility). The LTO is designed such that the title to
the ESB stays with NCCEF until the LEA makes the balloon payment at the loan’s maturity date
to buy the ESB at its fair market residual value. However, because the title does not transfer
immediately to an eligible applicant on day one of receiving the ESB, Product A is not eligible
for a DERA grant. Another drawback is the outlay required by the LEA for the LTO. After
subtracting the $85,608 of savings to the school, the LEA will still need to pay almost $22,000
annually plus a balloon payment if it decided to purchase the ESB in year 8. With the purchase
option, total cost after savings is $106,500. If the LEA forgoes purchasing the ESB in year 8,
total cost to the LEA after savings is $94,000. Having paid for this option, there are no fees with
this choice. Much like the example of the 110-kW solar PV array installed by Green Power NC,
the Fund would collect the bus and sell it at auction. Another drawback is that LTO depends on
annual ESB savings to be the same from years 1 through 8. This is very unlikely. First, the rate of
escalation in the price of electricity and the companion price of diesel are unknown. If electricity
prices rise faster than diesel, fuel savings decrease. Additional unknowns impacting annual
savings could include unexpected maintenance and repairs and years with less frequent peak
shaving events or missed months for demand charge reduction.

218 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/npv-rule.asp
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Finally, the option to purchase gives the school the ability to unload the bus before its
standard 8 year battery warranty expires or if it decides against continued use of an ESB. It is
unlikely that the LEA would choose to do this given its investment already made and the small
remaining payment necessary to own it. However, if the LEA chooses to buy the bus, NCCEF
will be responsible for either extending the ESB warranty to 12 years and reselling it. The ESB
battery is expected to last 12 years according to the California Energy Commission (CEC).219

However, according to the CEC, the cost to NCCEF to replace the Thomas Jouley bus battery in
2031 could be as much as $120/kWh, or $27,120. That amount would equal or exceed the
estimated residual value of the bus and cause this to be a net loss to NCCEF. This is a significant
risk to the Fund and another drawback to Product A.

Product B
The goal of this report was to find ways for NCCEF to deploy capital that would enhance

the purchasing power of cash-constrained LEAs. PAYS is structured to deliver cost saving
equipment to low-income recipients at a financing rate paid for by the savings generated.

Product B is more complicated to implement than Product A. The administration of a
PAYS-based system requires coordinating different parties’ contributions over different time
periods. Product B also uses variable interest rates to realize its return on principle. To avoid
charging the LEA interest on top of the 80% PAYS payments, the interest charges for Product B
were split between the county and the state. Both pirates paid different interest amounts based on
the size of their initial loan. NCDPI was assumed to have a principle of $88,000 because it paid
$22,000 in period 0 when the ESB was purchased. The county was assumed to have a principle
of $60,816, which was the total of all PAYS serving paid by the LEA. Further, an additional
interest amount was split between the state and the county to cover the bridge loan made by
NCCEF between the ESB purchase in period 0 and the receipt of the $34,440 utility rebate in
period 1. When modeling this variable interest, the goal was to achieve an average of 14% in
total interest payment relative to each party’s principle.220 Product A was simpler in this respect
because interest on the loan was assumed to be collected through the rent credits. In Product B,
interest had to be added because 8 years of 80% payment from the LEA was not enough to
achieve a neutral net present value.

220 Refer to “Effective interest rate” in cost analysis for Products A and B, above
219 https://www.energy.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2020-04/Cost-Effectiveness_ada.pdf page 5
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Further, Product B includes a utility rebate of 15¢/Watt-hour of ESB battery capacity.
This rebate is modeled after Duke Energy’s NC Solar Rebate rider. Mentioned previously in this
report, this program gives non-residential customers who applied for the rebate 30¢ per watt with
a total of up to $30,000 for a 100 kW solar PV array. Nonprofits can receive 75¢ per watt with a
total of up to $75,000. However, this rebate would require approval by the North Carolina
Utilities Commission. It would also need to be within the budget of the utility providing service
to the school. As modeled, a rebate of 15¢ per watt-hour capped at $35,000 is significant and
would likely not be available to all schools that applied. A school purchasing a 226 kWh Thomas
Jouley would receive a rebate of $34,400. The NCUC would most likely limit total expenditure
under the rebate to something similar to the NC Solar Rebate Rider. That was limited to a total of
10 MW in purchases. The size of the program approved by NCUC was $4.375 million. That
wold be enough to support 127 Jouley buses, however the commission might approve more
considering the high level of demand and social benefit.221

The bar chart above for Product A and B stacks the contribution from each party and
shows their relative contributions. Note that PAYS has more evenly distributed contributions
from each party, which may be an advantage in some cases.

Finally, NCCEF must collect interest on its principal elsewhere for Product B to make
financial sense. In this scenario, there are three separate loans happening at once: 1) the loan for
the $88,000 outstanding from NCDPI for the bus purchase, 2) the loan to the LEA on a portion
of the balance for the ESB, and 3) the bridge loan needed before the LEA receives the utility

221 See appendix for chart of NC Solar Rebate Program allocations
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rebate. As mentioned above, this adds administrative complexity when using a variable interest
rate.

Additional reasons to develop Product B
The comparison of Product A and B shows that the LEA’s expenditure is $60,000 through

the PAYS, however this represents 80% of annual savings realized by the ESB. After removing
savings, the LEA has not paid more for ownership of the improved ESB than they were before
with a diesel bus.

Product B is eligible for both the Clean School Bus, DERA and ARP federal grants for
school buses. This is because the title transfers to the LEA immediately on day one of the loan.
Another benefit of Product B is that it protects the LEA from paying more than 80% of its
savings annually (80% rule) and allows the LEA to stop payments if those savings do not
materialize. Further, the LEA retains 20% of savings each year, which can be put toward various
infrastructural, electronic or operational costs associated with the ESB.

There are several benefits of Product B over Product A. These include that the LEA has
spent $0 out of pocket to receive the ESB after savings and the LEA realizes savings of up to
20% annually after the first year of ownership. Secondly, the total program cost of Product B is
about $17,000 less than Product A. At the end of PAYS, the LEA has paid off the ESB by year 8
and can fully realize ownership savings for up to four more years under warranty if it chooses to
purchase the  ESB’s extended warranty.

Finally, PAYS has several benefits for utilities that would attract their interest. Holmes
Hummel and Harlan Lachman write in an academic article for ACEEE that the program provides
utilities with assurances for cost recovery on their utility investments and electricity cost savings
utilities can use to support their resource supply portfolio.222 EEtility Inc., which partners with
EEI, lists several benefits for utilities from operating PAYS programs. In addition to lower
system costs, these include: deferring wire and generation upgrades, reducing congestion in areas
“constrained by delivery capacity,” helping low-to-moderate income customers with energy
savings, increased ability to fund larger equipment upgrades, and low program cost.223

223 https://www.eetility.com/pays
222 https://www.aceee.org/files/proceedings/2018/assets/attachments/0194_0286_000158.pdf
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Conclusion

Getting Ms. Frizzle her magic electric school bus

The ability of NCCEF to make capital available to school districts at below market rates
to purchase electric school buses for the benefit of students, the school, communities and smaller
electric utilities illustrates the Fund’s value as a green market catalyst in North Carolina. The
need is clear. Putting aside competitive federal grants for electric school buses, there is no secure
financing mechanism in the state for schools to afford school buses that can cost 3-4x a standard
diesel bus. The health benefits, emissions reductions, and economic savings potential of this
product are clear. The goal of this report was to model potential savings from owning and
operating an ESB, use that cash flow as savings to explore various funding products, and make a
list of recommendations of opportunities for NCCEF to develop. The modeling, research, and
investigation conducted in this report into the rewards of making this investment in North
Carolina strongly indicate that NCCEF should develop products that support ESBs deployment.

In particular, this report recommends that the Fund allocate some of its resources to
developing Products B and C. While Product A may well suit some risk-averse LEAs in the state
who a) do not yet want to commit to ESB ownership, b) have sufficient capital to support annual
payments of $21,000, or c) want an ESB immediately, before they are awarded federal ESB
purchase grants, Product B appears better suited to most schools in the state. Its diverse mix of
public-private capital contributors, including private utilities and various public entities, and the
80% rule requiring yearly savings with protections for the borrower, are all great marks in its
favor. The reserve of 20% savings is particularly helpful for supporting the multiple possible
costs associated with operating a school bus and the added costs of a smart-charging, actively-
managed ESB. Assuming NCCEF develops Product B, a first investment by the Fund could be
$10 million in loans to operate a PAYS program capable of deploying 25 ESBs across the state.

Select key assumptions

This report made several key assumptions due to a lack of available information on
important data. These missing data included:

1. The value of ESB battery capacity to utilities as a form of demand response,
2. Actual electric load from real school buildings,
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3. GPS-based records of bus routes with total uptime, distance, and miles in the AM
and PM routes in traditional (180 day) and year-long (302 day) schools,

4. Results from vehicle-to-grid testing of ESBs in North Carolina by Duke Energy,
Virginia by Dominion Power, and New York by Con Edison

5. Rates of battery degradation under demand response and peak shaving scenarios

The paper also assumed that various parties would be willing to become contributors
supporting ESB deployment. While there is no public record system in North Carolina for health
benefits associated with removing diesel buses, the EPA’s diesel emissions benefit calculator
described earlier in the report guided the assumption that NC counties and the state would be
willing to cost share almost $100k per bus for assumed 20 years of removed pm2.5 emissions.
Further, there is no electric utility rebate currently in place in NC for owners of ESBs except
those participating in the Duke Energy pilot. It was also assumed that electricity rates would rise
exactly in tandem with diesel prices so as to preserve the fuel cost savings expected in year one.
An assumed NCCEF interest rate of 4.25% was the standard applied when finding a neutral NPV
for Products A and B. There were a host of other assumptions in this report. In short, it was the
point of this project to make reasonable assumptions in the absence of real data and use them to
guide an exploration of a still nascent product. Hopefully they were not too distracting.

Generating Savings for Schools

As mentioned above, PAYS modeled in Product B allows LEAs to realize at least 20% in
savings beginning in year one of operation. Over the 8 year PAYS loan term, the school is
expected to save $2,140 each year for the first seven years and $9,811 in year 8. This totals
$24,792 in savings, which has a present value of $19,760 at a 4.25% discount rate. After year 8,
the ESB is paid in full and the school can save up to $10,701 per year. This sum is enough for the
LEA to support expenses such as a Curtailment Service Provider (CSP) to manage peak shaving
and demand response events, cover unexpected maintenance costs, save for a new battery,
purchase an extended warranty, increase bus driver salaries, or a combination of the preceding
options. To fully realize the list of savings detailed above, schools will need to contract with
companies that can support the transportation department with managed charging and responding
to peaks in electric demand and coincident peak opportunities. This last point, increasing bus
driver salaries, is particularly relevant in North Carolina.224 In December 2022, WUNC reported
that NC schools are still struggling to meet a bus driver shortage. Some school districts have had
such an acute shortage that they have canceled routes, which requires students to take longer
walks or parents to drive them. A director of School Planning in Durham, NC reported that his
district has 100 fewer drivers than it did before the Covid pandemic. Districts like Durham have
supplemented driver salaries with local funds. While salaries are not the only issue behind the

224 https://www.newsobserver.com/news/local/education/article254133313.html
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shortage, some rural districts cannot provide the same inducements.225 Increasing driver salaries
using savings from an ESB could help some of these rural districts.

Further opportunities for research

There are many opportunities for further research. First and foremost, this report has not
examined potential public-private partnerships between NCCEF and private banks in the state.
The founders of the Fund stated to this researcher early on that they did not intend for the fund to
compete with or replace the role of existing banks in the state to catalyze investment. Instead,
their hope is that the Fund can spur private capital providers to invest in new green technology
that supports communities, low-income residents, and advances decarbonization in North
Carolina. A Product D, for example, could include a bridge loan made to borrowers ahead of
receiving funding from private banks. NCCEF could be the holder of subordinated debt, offering
private lenders a capital backstop for potential loan losses. Second, there is an opportunity for a
student to take the Excel model of TOU arbitrage and demand charge reduction through peak
shaving built for this report and develop it into an optimization model for ESB charging and
discharging.  This model could use the bus route assumptions made in this report included below
in the appendix. The operations program could be easily shared with many and provide a useful
tool for closer analysis. Third, this report did not examine smaller deployments of capital or
infrastructure support. While the CSB program offers between $10,000 and $20,000 for ESB
charging infrastructure, a 60 kW DC Fast Charger (DCFC) with bidirectional functionality can
cost up to $90,000, according to WRI.226 NCCEF could provide a role of extending last-mile
capital, either the remaining $70,000 on top of a federal award of $300,000 to purchase an ESB,
or $70,000 for a DCFC. Fourth, a future report could model the impacts of electricity rate
escalation on projected savings from ESB ownership. As mentioned previously, this report held
electric rates flat so as to avoid further complexity, but this assumption is not supported. A better
analysis of future savings would take into account changes to electricity rates and diesel fuel,
however lone energy analysts as well as the Energy Information Agency have avoided making
fuel cost predictions for 2030.227 Fifth, this report has not exhaustively examined literature on
rates of lithium-ion battery degradation according to use. Becker et. all observed the ability to
operate an ESB and perform demand charge management with a DER system over 10 years
without degrading a battery below 80% SOC as long as battery temperature was controlled. This
finding served as the basis for this report’s assumption that an ESB could participate in peak
shaving and demand response. One question for a future report would be whether there is more

227

https://www.btcc.com/en-US/academy/research-analysis/gasoline-price-prediction-20222030-what-will-it-b
e-in-next-five-years

226

https://www.wri.org/update/electric-school-bus-series-how-north-carolinas-eastern-band-cherokee-indians
-planning-seven

225

https://www.wunc.org/2022-12-15/nc-schools-still-have-an-acute-bus-driver-shortage-whos-going-to-fix-it
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wear on a battery with three consecutive hours of 20 kW or one hour of 60 kW discharge. Sixth,
a future report could test impacts of different interest rates and interest rate increases on NCCEF
loan products. This report used the 4.25% figure from the EPA’s real discount rate for capital
expenditures by utilities.228 However, this December the Chairman of the Federal Reserve
Jerome Powell raised rates to a range between 4.25-4.50%, which suggests that this paper’s
assumption of 4.25% may need adjustment.229 Sixth, a future report could build on the research
of Elliott and Kittner in determining the value of a state-wide ESB fleet for providing load
balancing and V2G services, such as load balancing. Current research on this has not yet
established the reliability of an ESB fleet to provide this service on demand due to the constraint
that school buses must operate routes as well. A future report could identify the best times of the
year when a fleet could be a reliable resource. Seventh, the fact that ESB are mobile batteries
allows them to deliver an additional source of value in the form of emergency generation
response during power outages or natural disasters. A future paper could examine the value and
practicality of using ESBs to provide “black start” capability, which means providing the initial
juice of electricity required to turn on an electric generator. Finally, this report has not touched on
the subject of collateral to the NCCEF. In theory, an ESB could be collateral in Product A if the
borrower stops servicing the loan, but it cannot be used as collateral in Product B where the title
transfers to the LEA immediately. A better source of collateral is needed.

Concluding remarks

This report concludes with two recommendations for North Carolina policymakers. First,
policymakers should develop a modern system for quantifying the community health benefits
from removing pm2.5 pollution by county and allocate funding to the Department of
Environmental Quality to expand the budget of North Carolina’s Diesel Emissions Reduction
Grant. Now that VW Settlement funding is exhausted, this fills an important role and maintains
the valuable momentum established by that fund in NC.  Second, the NCUC should require the
electric utilities it regulates to develop more rebates and payments for zero emission
transportation. In keeping with Governor Cooper’s EO 271, school districts should be
incentivized to engage their valuable ESB assets in participating in supporting the state’s electric
system. A hypothetical statewide fleet of ESBs, with their predictable schedules and large
batteries, could provide up to an estimated 840 MW of power to the grid and peak shavings
between 1,600 MWh and 2,600 MWh in energy shifting.230 This would support the influx of new
variable renewable energy resources coming online with implementation of Duke Energy’s
Carbon Plan.

230 Elliott and Kittner, pp 324-327.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S2352550921003419,

229

https://www.marketplace.org/shows/marketplace/what-happens-when-the-fed-starts-to-pump-the-brakes-
on-raising-rates/

228 https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/2019-03/documents/chapter_10.pdf
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Getting more ESBs on the road aligns with NCCEF’s mission to be a market catalyst,
ensuring wider access to a proven green product. A capitalized Fund will be well positioned to
enhance the purchasing power of many school districts. Finally, if financing is structured
correctly, ESB fuel savings combined with their battery energy storage capabilities can provide
returns that sustain and broaden NCCEF investments.

Appendix

Asheville

Greensboro
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Wilmington
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Simplified bar graph output from eQuest
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Graphs in blue and yellow indicate energy use for electricity. Blue represents HVAC load.

Gross discharge from DR (demand response) was assumed to be 180 kWh (60 kW per hour for
three hours annually) and 1,440 kWh for 8 years. Annual gross discharge from peak shaving
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(demand charge cost reduction) was assumed to be 1,000 kWh. While the average discharge/year
for Asheville, Greensboro and Wilmington was 900 kWh, Wilmington was an outlier at 533
kWh/year. For this reason, a conservative estimate of 1,000 kWh/yr discharge was applied. The
standard warranty offered by Proterra for its Thomas Jouley ESB battery is 200,000 kWh of
gross discharge.

NC Solar Rebate Program
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